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Tree Light
Ceremony
Opens Yule

Council Backs Bronzan
With Nine-Page Resume

a
"A Christmas tree is not only
comsymbol of faith, hut of hope,"
mented Pres. John T. Wahlquist
at yesterday’s tree lighting cere-

FM Station
Broadcasts
Early 1963

mony in front of the Engineering
In his speech, Dr. Wahlquist
stressed "giving gifts of the spirit."
Quoting Emerson. he said:
"The only true gift is a portion
of thyself."
Ile added that such events as
the lighting of trees to bring the
Christmas season to SJS reminds
the student that college was not
all classrooms and laboratories.
The "C’horaliers," under the direction of William J. Erlendson,
professor of music, sang a selection’
of traditional Christmas hymns.
After the tree was lighted by
President Wahlquist, a benediction
was given by Rev. Benton White,
the Methodist Campus Minister.
Miss Peggy DiBari closed the
ceremony with the singing of
"Silent Night."

CHRISTMAS SYMBOLOfficially ushering in the Christmas
season at SJS, Pres. John T. Wahlquist lighted the Christmas
tree over the Engineering Building entrance as part of a halfhour ceremony yesterday. Traditional Christmas songs and a
benediction were included. The event was sponsored by the
Associated Student Body, the Music Department and the Engineering Division.

Department in, 11 outlinASB government firmly backed At
and pledged support to the SJS ing whatever problems currently
Athletic Department yesterday, exist, and, 2) seeking solutions that
following Athletic Director Bob will maximize the quality of the
Bronzan’s release of a nine-page broad athletic program at San
resume of the "pessimism" and Jose State."
criticism shown by students and’
SJS has "one of the finest interoff-campus press representatives’ collegiate football programs of any.
toward the college football pro- of the California State Colleges"
and it is "undergoing constant
gram.
A communique issued by ASP. improvement," the report states.
President Bill Hauck and Vice "While we realize that success in
President Steve Larson, unani- ’ a competitive sport such a.s football
mously approved by the Student is dependent on a large number of
council, declares that the Asso- complex and variable factors. we
,pated students "will continue to , should constantly be aware of pos"’We 1111/1/1 /1.1 ;Ind :1,10;11100 10 the sible faults and areas for improve- ,
merit in our programs and personnel. If such inadequacies and faults
are discovered, it is our responsisuggest and attempt t:1ri itit:lemtentsugge
corrections
sis
pessible and by whatever means
at our disposal."
No ASB committee or body to

On Jan. 3, the campus FM station, KSJS, will begin broadcastintt.
According to Lindy Talbert, pubIW relations director for the radio
station, the programs are designed
for the college student. The station
will broadcast classical and popular
music with special jazz and folk
music features. Other features will
include some of the past Book
Talks and special programs pre
sided by the National Association
of Educational Broadcasters. Two
newscasts will also be provided
daily.
KSJS will operate on 85 watts
of power. Its effective broadcast
range will be approximately a 15mile radius of the campus. The station is located at 90.7 megacycles1
and will broadcast from 4:30 to ’
8:30 Monday it, to ugh Friday.
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Robertson Designates Junior College
War Iragi comedy/ Journalists
Ii

41..1(

"We must grow up and mature
If Ilollywo.td pnaltwer, (meld
. . . because we no longer have have had their earner, ,1 the
that great margin for error. .
War,
Iron! lines during the f
Dr. William R. Rogers, professor
of edtwation, warned his capacity they probably would toe, !dined
t:
audience at yesterday’s book talk rme 01 the
ever
in the cafeteria.
Such was the in,,
Dr. Rogers reviewed "Times of
James I. ll..1.: -0.
Trial," edited by historian Allan
’
Nevins. Periods of ci isis, met with director of Ile
; ;11
"less than success," are discussed Centennial room
by 12 authors including Bruce Cat- tin the part of the co
m
in the Civil War in
on and John K. Galbraith.
-We have recognized that patri-; yesterday.
wet Americans remember their naDr Robertson, born and
lion’s successes hut are failing to in Virginia, first emphm:...
remember some of its distinct fail - tragedy of the wir and
sees,
the audience in near,
"It would be well to have a laughter with almost titt’,
backwael glance at our successes stories of actual inttelem
and our blunders," he said.
the foot soldiers ot
ic
For instance, this,
The educator pointed out that it
might be more realistic to look at when two soldiers were stmt.: .:r!, 11 I
these emblems that were met un- earh other during a skirmish
successfully and profit from them. While they stopped to load tlwir
He said our success as a nation muskets, Dr. Robert -on relates].
IS due to our isolation. We are they traded curses until the purses
bonlered by two oceans. We were got so bad that each felt the other
able to develop our rich inherit- deserved more than buckshot.
They both threw down their
ance unmolested and we have a
treat intangible inheritance he muskets, ran out into the open
and began a fistfight, promptini.
pointed out.
These left us with a large
mars’
rem no longer existent today
reviewed times of turmoil
the era of Benjamin Franklin to the era
of Franklin D. Roosevelt.
An avid student of American hisITY. Dr. Rogers comprehensively
will begin toanalyzed situations that put
ChristMas
out’ :
’Yontry at the very rim
Will
’ 1’111111S
’
111
inul
of disaster.
"Our histoty is one
but not
of singular leilVI tor their 11.0.1.
suceess
We’re so young, we
all Will be quiet on the home front.
;tert I
lick to our errors tout
The library will use tne same
’Ii,’ future.
as
We have fallen in and muddled hours. Saturday and Sunday
of great issues.
usind, bilt will be open from It a.m.
MonThe great majority
of our nu- to 5 p rut Ifer. 17 to 21 and on
’ t tuth been willing
to go along day . lice’. 24.
’MI muddling rather than expertAfter closing Christmas (lay. the
,..
1.1i lihrary. will be open ihroindi
Ameriea is the land of opportun- :day, Dee. ’18. then close until Ja n
open on the
’.’ he said. Many
of the socress- ; 2 when it will hi.
bil events
that have brought at"" regular schedule.
will be
Peeress were initiated because in The Spartan Cafeteria
"Pert isrsons hail the opportunity .losed this weekend hid the snack
to become
Dec. 17
bar will be open tor use
experts.

, u1,rin,

13,

To Visit SJS

111,111

ti the
ht finally endwait+)
ed. tile le emlors took a vote and
tkeIttred t he scrap a draw. Then
theN ii sit med their shooting,
however teml to
ovot
Ito Ft that the Civil
complete war," Dr
od "It was war with

San Jose State’s Journalism and
Advertising Department will play
host

that the men weren’t
ea time was the source
part of Dr. Robertson’s,
-tmerh.
:
eases of oppesing
o.ch other or out’-:
is and of abrupt ’ease
p,
berries and straw -1
fire drink from streams.
bet
’ Thit --t ;aeon soldiers held lo b.
n., animosities toward vile’,
Dr. Robertson said. "Many
of them didn’t even know what
for "

Christmas Break Begins
But Not for Everyone
I a.m. to 4 p.m, It
to 21 from
i n,. Christmas holiwill clii-i
21; when the snack
day until I tt
bar will again he open during the
above-nuintioned hours.
From Dec. 27 to 29, the main
I dining room of the cafeteria will
be open (men 7:45 a.m. to 1 p.m,
ond the sna ek bar fromm 11 n.m. to
I p.m. The cafeteria %Yin then
dose until classes resume Wednesday. Jan. 2.
The Administration Building will
Hoot loth weekends as usual, but
will be open iiorn ti a.m. to 5 p.m.
Der. 17 to 21 and Dec. 26 to 28.
It will close through the weekend
, rind reopen Jan. 2,

journalism

students

tomorrow,

or

fr ’111111

42

will tour the college’s department

1- the lives of 618.0001
Americans whose
lit,’ will
totin to (41 r Vray
t
0’ ’on, Yet hot h sides
I’
their own idea
;
and freedom can
sit the.
,-,tropromiscil
I, it to be fought to the

,11

to

from Modesto Junior College, who

Former Modesto ..T. C. students
Gerald Guibor, Mike Dunn and Kai
Simms will greet the visitors and
escort them to the cafeteria for
lunch. A member of the ASB will
also join the group.
The visitors will be taken on a
tour of the various facilities at
SJS, including Lyke, La Torre, the
Advertising Department, Radio-TV
News Center, Photojournalism Lab
and Spartan Daily.
Participating in the orientation
of Modesto’s journalism students
will be Guibor, Dunn and Miss
Simms and other members of tlw
various staffs.

YR Birchard
G ets victory
And a Loss

Blaze Hits
SA. Es Again;
Fire Bug?

"implement corrections" was mentioned in the report, however.
SPEAKER SELECTED
SJS President John T. Wahlquist
told the council that Dr. Albert
Burke. producer and star of television’s "A Way of Thinking," had
accepted its invitation to be featured commencement speaker in
June. Dr. Burke, nationally -known
scientist, economist, educator, news
essayist and author, will receive
$1,000 from the ASB and an additional $500 traveling expenses from
the College Lecture Committee for
his appearance.
Approved for Freshman Camp
Committee posts by the council
were Dirk Eastman (chairman),
Anne Davis. Pam Stoddard, Val
Loyven. Dick Harris, Julie Wilson
amt Peggy Kimball.
’OVERSEAS STUDY’
A short report from Hauck concerning his visit to the monthly
meeting of the California State
College Board of Trustees in Fresno last week included the announcement of passage of the
fiverseas Study Program proposaL
Under this program. California
State College students will have
the opportunity to attend foreign
universities. The program will be
initiated in fall. 1963. or "whenever there are enough qualified
students to participate," Hauck remarked.

By GEORGE MARTIN
Although the results of Ttiesd.,
night’s meeting of the Young Republicans give Ron Birchen’ clear
title to the presidency, other action taken at the meeting may
prove a SeriOUS setback to the embattled leader’s chances for ths
county YR chairmanship.
Fire hit the Si.zola Alpha EpBirchard’s victory at the meet- silon fraternity house at 198 S.
ing was his success in ending the; 11th St. for the second time in two
impeachment and ouster move in- weeks when a blaze yesterday
itiated Nov. 29 by members of the morning destroyed the second floor
In other action, the council:
club’s executive board.
of the vacant house.
His loss was the defeat of a moUnanimously passed the FiAn earlier fire two Sundays ago
tion to order a unit rule vote on blackened the basement of the nancial Procedure Bill, establishthe first ballot of the county YR house, forcing residents to vacate ing a set procedure for the alloca\convention in January, where the the building, one of three used to tion and expenditure of ASB funds,
new YR county chairman is to be house SAE members
’and the Election Board Bill, which
chosen.
The alarm for yesterday’s blaze I re-establishes the board to conduct
SUPPORT MOTION
was received at 4:25 a.m. and six all ASH and class elections.
The motion would have assured fire-fighting units responded. AsPassed a legislative directive
!Orchard the support of the SJS sistant Fire Chief John W. Jones calling for the ASH Information
club, the largest in the county. on said the fire had been burning for Officer to form a committee to
the first ballot, and would have some time when the firemen got prepare a "master plan" proposal
materially affected his chance for there.
for the circulation of the Spartan
he office, since the candidate who
A member of the SAE house said Daily that relates to the Master
the least number of votes on the fire was started by a Molotto Plan erewth of the college
I
the first ballot will probably drop cocktail, but Jones said the origin
the race, leaving the contest a two- of the blaze is undetermined. He
man affair.
teided that it is being investigated
Debate flared over the motion by- the arson detail of the fire preseveral times, the fireworks usu- vention bureau.
ally involving Birchard and Vice
Junes said the fire reached all
President Bill Pollacek or YR John msens and the attic on the WO in,
A zmint of $39,700 has been givGustafson, who had been added to floor,
in addition to burnint
s!an Jose State College by
the SJS delegate list earlier over through the wall on the south -.:
Science Foundation
Blatant s object ions.
"It
was severely damaszeo
n;port a summer insti"GUARANTEE"
Jones remarked. Then with
e- college teachers of
Pollacek said. , chuckle. he added, "But after
"If you vote this
t’hematics. The institute will be
"I’ll guarantee that the first thing week’s rehearsal, everything sv..
tdttocted by Dr. Marion T. fir d,
I’m going to do when I walk into well. Even the Ion loge was fine
professor mathematics.
that room to vote us to ask for a
This is the third mathematics inpoll of the delegation.- A iltdtt stitute scheduled for San Jose
lion poll would break any um. ,
State next summer under the spmmandate horn the club, since Ile
sorship of the National Science
unit rule is not legal under the
Foundation. The others will be
county cons tit ut ion.
, ’morally erten to junior high school mathedon’t think st
Pollacek also charged Birchard
ono :,, hviduals," matics teacher’s and high school
with a "deliberate attempt to keep responsible some of the delegates from back- said Dr. George J. bin: -. assistant mathematics teachers.
Summer study oppoilunities in
ing who they want" for the chair- professor of philosophy:, about the
manship. Pollacek backs local John content of his speech at tonight’s 196.3 will he provided for more
Birch Society leader Jerry Ducote meeting of the International Rela- than 2.000 college teachers of science. mat hems tics and engineering
for the post. "You can either de- tions Club at 7:30 in CH167.
Dr. Jones continued, "I don’t through NSF grants. Five of these
feat this," he said, "or three or
only will be in California, two at U.C.
four of us will break it down think states do anything
individuals. Individuals are morally (Berkeley,. one at UCLA. one at
t here."
that are Claremont University’ and (me at
11-1:1)onsible for actions
,
Enrollment in the SJS institute
otributed to states.The will be limited to 40 junior college
’ he processors speech
i Myth of the State and the Moral teachers. Teacheis itt all parts of
confusion Which It Engenders for the United States may apply for
let Individual.- will follow a 7 p.m. entrance. The institute will he held
business meeting for the members in conjunction with the regular
six -week stunmer session.
of the club.

SJS Given Grant
For Math Institute

Philosophy Prof
peaks Tonight

poet Candidate Asked
T o Withdraw
itRace
From

his support behind poetess Edythe
Hope Genee.
The request, Bangs said, "is not
a reflection of the quality of poetry
produced by: Johnston." The western editor said that it woulsi be
letter if a nationally known poetess such as Edythe Genee was
nominated.
Johnston, who has won awards
front the Edwin Markham Poetry
Society and American College of
Poetry., replied that he was unable
to give a reply.
The SJS poet said that he has
been working on his candidacy tor
10 months and that he was given
40 minutes to make a decision
Johnston said that his main 1,inis the last issue ot the cern is "to see that the hest posStiartan Daily for 1962. There will sible poet" is represented in CaliSJS.
be no paper tomorrow.
Publication will resume Friday, fornia, whether it is my poetry or
another’s.
Jan. 4, 1963.

Concern was voiced yesterday
over candidates for the state honotary position, Poet Laureate of
California, by Douglas Johnston.
SJS’ senior Speech and Drama major and Scholer Bangs of the California Federation of Chapparal
Poets.
Johnston, a candidate for poet
laureate, was asked by Bangs to
withdraw his name. As an ambassador of California’s literary culture, the choice of who is to hold
thr post is left to the legislature.
Bangs, Western Editor of the
California Federation of Chapparal
Poets, asked Johnston to throw

Last Daily in 1962
This

A Reminder
it I
For man, limo -ands id -.1, -bob iit-, dic
tomorrow on ill mean the -tart III .1 low’,, trip hoot, Iit%MAIM,. professors earl ti,1111
thitibleill
that Ilic cothit:dread% ha. begun.
With -itch a significant time of the sear approai hing.
1’ii the
there oh, iiiii-1 will rise comities, appeal,: fur
highuano and mu the crimiled rits streets_ wliereer large
numbers of people are busils preparing to celebrate I hri.ttill. turn of the year.
But. although the !mild ha- heen emphasized time and
time again it tieserthele.- is well taken. toii 1,, oleo! now
tiin
bring deep traged at a lime of trailiiiiinal lamils
gat hurl loge.
he careful in traffic %% heater arising in 0allsing
Be patient and considerate- and let ilie spirit of I liristmaguide votir
.
V. ith tills in mind. the Spartan Dail% uisdie- it- readerear’s.
and New
a safe and happy holiday on
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American Christmas Card Owes
Origin to German Immigrant

Thursday. December 13, 1962

Vat", Comment
’Yes, Virginia . . .
In 1807. an editorial writer tor the New York Sun, Francis
P. (;hurch. ansuered the innocent query of a young girl. Virginia 1)11.11110n. yell %%rote to the new-paper asking whetlwr
there. Yeas a Santa Claus. The answer. reprinted below. became
s editorial and has since been reprinted many times.
I
e reproduce the editorial today because we feel that
gh is ritten miire than half a century ago, it states the
all
case elm, tient Is for the salters which modern society has dis.8.. Our
dained as --old-fashioner and out of step in these
chilizar
has grown so complex and sophisticated that we
hair lost sight of the basic values that could he enriching
more liy es and inspiring more efforts today.
Addit
Hy. i.e are hopeful that a new generation of
readers will become acquainted yy ith the editorial for it reminds us. for all our achiesements in the 20th century. how
greatly humanity is needed in a materialistic world.
0.
L.

. There’s a Santa’
(Reprinted from the %en York Sun al Sept. 21, 1857.1
We take pleasure in ansuering at once and thus prominently the communication below. expressing at the saute time
our great satisfaction that its faithful author is n
bered
among the friends of the Sun.
Dear Editor:
I am eight years old. Some of my friends say there
is no Santa Claus. Papa says, "If you see it in the Sun,
ifs so.’ Please tell me the truth, is there a Santa Claus?
Virginia O’Hanlon
115W. 95th St.
Virginia. your little friends are wrong. They have been
affected by the skepticism of a skeptical age. They do not
believe except is hat they see. They think nothing can be which
is not comprehensible by their little minds. All niiuuds. Virginia,
whether they be men’s or children’s, are little. In this great
uniserse of ours. man is a mere insect. an ant, in his intellect,
as compared with the boundless world about him, as measured
by the intelligence capable of grasping the whole of truth
and knowledge.
Yes. Virginia. there is a Santa Claus. He exists, as certainly as love and generosity and deotion exist, and you know
I and is e to your life its highest beauty and
that they ab
joy. Alas. how dreary uould be the world if there were no
Santa Claus! It would he as dreary as if there were lin Virginias. There wouhl be no childlike faith then. lin poetry. no
c sl
Id hi as.’ no
romance. to make tolerable this exi.aince.
enjoyment exeept in sense and sight. The exteneal light %%hick
childhood fills the world would be extinguished.
Not believe in Santa Claus! You might as well not believe
in fairies. You might get your papa to hire men to watch in
all chimneys on Christmas Eve to catch Santa Claus coming
down: what would that prove?
Nobody sees Santa Claus. but that is no sign that there
is no Santa Claus. The most real things in the world are those
that neither children nor men can see. Did you ever see fairies
dancing on the lawn? Of course not, but that’s no proof that
they are not there. Nobody can conceive or imagine all the
wonders there are unseen and unseeahle in the world.
You tear apart a baby’s rattle and see is hat makes the
noise inside, but there is a veil covering the unseen world
which not the strongest man. nor even the united strength of
all the strongest men that ever lived could tear apart. Only
faith, fancy. poetry. love, romance, can push aside the curtain
and view and picture the supernal beauty and glory beyond. It is all real. Ah.
irgrinia. in all this world, there is
nothing else real and
No Santa Claus! Thank God, he lives, and he lives forever. A thousand years from now, he will continue to make
glad the heart of childhood.

g rin
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By TIM BARR
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Christmas No. 105
We say goodbye to one more year of our lives as we leave the
leaf-atrewn neighborhoods of San Jose and wend our way home.
To many. going home is a continual joy. A warmness permeates
the very wallpaper of the building we call home, be it spacious or
sparse.
To others, going home isn’t looked on as anything very special.
In a sense, it is a task, a duty. To these people, it is hard to leave
their friends at college, and unhappily, even harder to face the
trying situations at home.
This campus has seen 105 such Christmas vacations come and
go. If the college could express herself, she probably would groan
in relief as the 16.000 of us take our weight from her concrete body.
There is a new friendliness among students who have sat next
to one another all semester, yet have seldom spoken.
Fraternities and sororities join hands to help unfortunate children, to enjoy the intangible something that makes a Christmas
unforgettable.
Some elements seek to make the great Christian holiday ugly.
Hawkers doll up their drab product in a tinsel jacket and throw
in a few Christmas bells and holly, hoping it will sell, to ease an
othewise losing year.
WATCH THE ROAD
The National Safety Council tells us that nearly 450 Americans
will die during the Christmas and New Year holidays. That’s enough
of us to fill rows of seats at Spartan Stadium. or one complete section of Morris Dailey Auditorium. The highway patrolmen and state
troopers are not kidding when they tell is to slow down and live.
Our honored visitors. some 400 strong. from the nations of the
world. may be spending their first American Christmas right here
in San Jose.
International tensions don’t change or lessen. Our very security
was in dire straits just two short months ago. before the United
States took a decisive stand on Cuba. Scared? You bet SNP were.
Mad? Sure!
But, now that that crisis is over, as our year is, let is pause
to take in a deep gulp of the Christmas air and bring home a part
of the joy which fills our fine old camp,is She won’t miss it She
has been lending a little bit of herself to lots of people tot a liMIR
tittle.

_ Photo Courtesy of J. C. Penney Company

A TIME FOR GIVING
TRADITION-SETTERSEver since the Three Wise Men suddenly appeared out of the desert bearing gold, frankincense and
myrrh for the new-born Infant at Jerusalem, the feast of Christmas has been shrouded by gift -giving.

Christmas Gifts?
Borrowed From Many
In Spain, the three Wise Men
still bring the presents and distribute them on January 6th, the
Epiphany. Spanish children put
their shoes out on the window
sill and fill them with straw for
the camels then awake to find
that the straw is gone and presents have been left in its stead.
In Italy, the gift -giver is La
Befana - - who is reputed to eat
bad children as well as reward
good ones. Legend has it that
Befana was a woman who had
been too busy with her housework to offer hospitality to the
three Wise Men -- and asked
them to return when she was
not so busy. They did not come
back and Befana watches for
them every Epiphany.
’FATHER SPANKER’
French children know that Le
Pere Noel will come down from
heaven and bring good things if
they are well behaved hut if
they are not, Le Pere Fouettard
- - Father Spanker -- may arrive
with a load of switches.
In Mexico. gifts come tumbling
from a pinata
a gay clad
bird or animal filled with fruit,
candy, nuts and small gifts. The
pinata is hung from a doorway
or tree and the child, blindfolded,
breaks the pinata with a stick.
In the mad scramble that follows. each child strives to pick
up as many gifts as possible.
In Denmark. presents are
brought by the little gnome said
to dwell in the family attic or
barn
and in
some parts of
Scandinavia. gifts are brought by
two gnomes - an old woman
carrying a basket of gifts and
an old man with a white beard
wearing a red hood.
In Russia, Grandfather Frost
often is assisted in his gif tbearing by the Snow Maiden.
And in Holland, St. Nicholas
rides upon a white horse while
his black -clad servant, "Black
Pieter," carries the gifts.
LOCAL BISHOP
In ancient time, the gift -giver
was a local bishop accompanied
in a procession by demons who
scattereo at his approach. Perhaps one of these oldest Christ.

mas processionals was one in
which two "ghosts of the fields"
dressed in straw led the way,
followed by Pan and, behind Pan,
a masked and horned creature
who carried a birch to chastise
sinners.

BOSTON (UPIlEighty-seven years ago, a German immigrant who arrived here with
little else except his wits became
the father of the American
Christmas card
Though Christmas cards were
in use here and in England 25
to 35 years before Louis Prang’s
first card in 1875, he was the
first to realize the commercial
value of the custom that became
international.
In 1874, Miss D. E. Whitney.
who worked in Prang’s shop.
gave him a painting of a budding
moss rose. Prang decided to
make it into a Christmas card.
An expert at a printing art
he called "chromolithography, Prang had the painting copied
and then attached his holiday
sentiment, "Merry Christmas" or
some other suitable phrase.
He experimented first with
British consumers and, when the
cards were well received, he distributed the cards in the United
States. Within five years he was
turning out 5 million cards a
Year.
Prang trimmed some of his
cards with silk fringe and lace
and soon he became internationally known.
Prang’s Christmas cards rarely
had Christmas motifs. It wasn’t
until nearly a decade later that
religious scenes began to appear.
Many of the cards were extremely elaborate. Some had
fringe and tassels, others were
encrusted with blown glass frosting. To insure that he always had

Spathin2124

But one of the strangers gif t givers of all flings open a door
in Sweden - throws in a gift
--then vanishes. The gift, called
the Julklapp, is done up in so
many wrappings that it is hard
to find.
Modern Santa Clauses have
more than 50,000 different kinds
of gifts to choose from in department stores. J. C. Penney
Company’s chief toy buyer alone
selects upward of 1,000 different
toy and game items.
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HANGING STOCKINGS
An old story tells how St.
Nicholas unintentionally originated the custom of hanging
stockings by the fireplace. St.
Nick knew of a poor and proud
nobleman who had no dowry for
his daughters. He pitched three
gold pieces down the chimney
expecting they would land at the
hearth, but one of the daughter’s
stockings was hung to dry and
the gold pieces landed in them.

LESTER ON
EdiAdvertisingtor
Mgr. _ STU FLANSBURG
Day Editor
PAT ANGLE

IMMIGRANTS ARRIVE
Things begin to brighten in
America as more and more immigrants arrived. The Dutch had
come, bringing St. Nicholas with
them. A Presbyterian divinity
professor named Dr. Clement C.
Moore bumped into a tiny, fat
Dutchman with red cheecks and
white hair. It struck Dr. Moore
that the old Dutchman was the
very image of St. Nicholas himself, and later wrote "’Twas the
Night Before Christmas."
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top designs, Prang conducted an
annual competition with prizes
up to $3,000 for the best ideas.
In the 1880’s people were paying up to $1 each for the cards
and Prang continued to make
the cards for 20 years.
Ironically, he then got competition from his own fatherland
which flooded the
Germany
market with cheaper cards.
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MARTIN LUTHER KING
"Stride Toward Freedom"
Gen. Adm. $1.50
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Tonight
Men’s Gym, 8:30
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NORTH SCREEN
DAMON AND PYTHIAS
starring Guy Williams and
Don Burnet*
and

RESTAURANT

ESCAPE FROM FORT BRAVO

In Can:

ESQUI
(formerly Maytnirt
1191 E. Santa Clara St.
Phone: CY 3.8405
TWO G,eat Hits!
THE MIRACLE WORKER
starring Anne Bancroft
0511
MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE
starring Frank Sinatra and
Janet Leigh
( Don’t miss the first five
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396 South First
DAMON AND PYTHIAS
starring Guy Williams and
Don Burnett
SPECTACULAR IN COLOR

DRIVE-IN
IF A MAN ANSWERS
with Bobby Darin and Sandra Des
--

FOR A HEAVYWEIGHT
four stars like never beiteie

REQUIEM

Holly, a most popular Christmas symbol almost everywhere.
is surrounded by hundreds of
legends. The "burning bush"
from which God spoke to Moses
was said to be holly. In Germany. it is believed that Christ’s
crown of thorns was made of
holly and that this is recalled
in the Christmas wreath.
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THE BEAUTIFUL CULTURE OF CHRISTMAS
Students Depict Feast
In Their Own Lands

n.

30
31

By MARGIE YAMAMOTO
In the Philippines they say, Maligayang Pasko." In Japan they
,av -Kuristimasu Omedito." And in America it’s "Merry Christmas."
For as many different ways as there are to say the greeting,
ways to celebrate the holiday.
!here are different
With its 450 plus international student population, San Jose
is a melting pot of Christmas tradition. Four students will
ste
colorful customs and celebrations of the Christ,hare with !iou the
their countries,
mas season in
P1111.11’11 \
"Christmas is a fiesta 16 day, long" in the Philippa:es, reports
special majia.
Lacy Lim, senior,
-Church and houses are richly decorated with
stars
paper lanterns, paper comets, moons and
miss Lim
porches and windows...
are hang from
deserinol.
Beginning Dec. 16 and until Christmas Day
-the season is highlighted by a series of ’Mises
the Rooster,’ " she said.
de Gallo,’ ’Masses of
Celebrants must arise early for the 4 am. services. Dressy citizens are awakened by church bells
and brass hands parading in the streets.
Lucy Lim
-In the evenings, young children go from home
and
receiving
carols
small
gifts
of
money.
singing
home
to
-The celebration is climaxed with the midnight Christmas Eve
Nativity Mass. Almost every town and village has an elaborate
Christmas Eve fair.
-At midnight the pealing of church hells summons worshippers
to Mass. Richly robed clergy perform ’Misa de Gallo,’ or ’Cock
Crow Mass,’ to the accompaniment of hymns and chants by choir
boys and priests."
The solemn Mass is followed by a holiday dinner for family
members and close relatives.
In contrast to the religiousness of Christmas Eve, Christmas
Day is filled with fireworks and entertainment.
-Children visit the homes of relatives and godparents and kiss
their hands. In return they receive gifts of cookies, candy, toys
or money.
-Every family holds an open house and friends rind strangers
alike are piled with quantities of food and drink."
Some of the traditional foods include bibingkang, rice cake:
itics, rice pudding with coconut: leshon. roast stickling pig: adobo,
dricken. beef and pork mixture and pancit maolo, noodles with
,oher meat or shrimp.
CANADA
-..nada," according to Forrest Cassidy, junior, journalism
major, "people don’t want to go out in zero-degree
weather, dig the car out of the snow and drive
several icy miles just to eat a turkey that they
could he eating at home."
Unlike Christmas in Canada, "Christmas Day
in California is warm enough for neighborhood
parties and visits with cross-town relatives."
Just as in the United States, "celebrations
differ from place to place because the various
immigrant groups, such as the Scandinavian and
Scots, have carried over their Old World cut Forrest cassidy turns almost without change."
Ca,, ,h finds that the "Canadians are more reserved than
Americans. Neighborhood ties are not very strong in the first
place, an on Christmas people almost take the at
that their
neighbor’s will still he there next year anyway.
"Christmas is one of the few holidays, however, that is observer!
in Canada on a family basis.’’
INDIA
is
In direct coot tast to Canada, where Christmas is
all, we find in India, that the majority of the I:vitiation I, ii. i.
Mum,iind Christmas is cvic,.; ,ted maiiuk H the ChristianSuhan Singh, senior busitic
.o.I
’’Christian (anti!, ..
’
!,,
-mils aurdi ihe same way as in 111,. A ..111 .
tile,. It is a national holiday in India, but it i,
St oeledcreialized.
"
feels good to get away from the
a: it, matter if it is in India or in Amc, ca." Sinch commented, with a smile.
Int
.4 into India by the British, the It ,h ,y laone week. "On Christmas Eve th.1,,
ro,
Christmas trees are ;leo trotcI
Resent., exchanged within the familv.- Soren
Sohan Singh
added.
Glohe-hopping a little further cast from India we finda similar,
Yet different situation in Japan.
.in

HT

JAPAN
is not considered a Christian country since less than
,:t of hot. population follows the religion. Just the same,
a big holiday there.
of the war more and more young people obseive
the day." Tstineo D. Nozaki, freshman journali.m
major, tells tis.
"Especially in Tokyo and other large (alio;
the holiday spirit runs high. ’Jingle Bolls’ rind
’Silent Night’ are the most popular songs on
radio and television in those weeks preceding the

e-

1.‘""’". Nd’t ki

holidays."
City spirit in Japan is very similar to that
in the United States with "department stores
and shops decorating with Christmas trees, tinsel colored lights and artificial snow. Advertising sandwich men in red cloth and white beard.

rid down the sidewalks."
It may lie said that Christmas is particularly for the young
People, but in Japan New Year’s is for all the people.
Here there is an apparent mixture of the East and West. Families eelelaate the Western Christmas with much gusto, but with
equal, if not more,
enthusiasm New Year’s is "The Day" for the
JaPanese.
"In every household elaborate preparations are made to celebrate the holidays
in the most joyous manner. At the front entrance
lb our homes we
place our special decorations which usually consist
of I" Pine l’eec. and three stalks of hamlicai at the hark of each.
’Across the top of the gate or house entrance we tie the straw
MI* on which is hung strips of white paper, and an emhtem which
represent, offerings of cloth to the dirties of it Shinto shrine.
Templeting the decorations are fern leaves, an orange and
"isler all of which symbolize a host of good wishes for it long and
itnI,Pero, is lift.
"In the stay of New Year’s food I must mention ’amochi.’ or
nee cake. We eat them
in a soup or hake them. We cannot think
Year’s without ’omoehi.’"
must on New Year’s is "otoso," ti sweet wine that
’1111dren may drink. -The Alcoholics Anonymous would never
,triplain of it in
Japan," Nozaki joked.
"All work, unless absolutely unavoidable, is taboo while this
gala spirit prevails."

, _

,. .,_.,
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GOOD FELLOWSHIPBesides
its religious
aspect, Christmas has always been a time for
passing the cup of good fellowship. Traditions
vary widely from country to country, as related

SJS Charity Groups
Spread Holiday Cheer

by SJS international students on this page. But
the basic premise remains the same--brotherhood inspired by the Babe born in Bethlehem.

Yuletide and Communism
Itt ANTIIONV
Yitioslavia is a multinational
st:,, with Iwo major religions
l!rrnan Catholic and Greek
Or.luslox. Adherents of the Orthodox Church reside principally
In the eastern part of Yugoslavia, while members of the Catholic Church live mainly in the
western part.

There is a feast in the Orthodox Church similar to Christmas
which is celebrated on January
6th. However. I am not an Orthodox, therefore, I cannot say
much about their Christmas.
Croats and Slovenes, who constitute thc western population of
t oda y’ s Yugoslavia, celebrated Christmas as
any other free
nation in the
world befcre the
Communists
hark over the
t;ii vernment
Thanks to the
Communist 5,
Anthony Chargin.,elebration has
changed a great deal. Christmas
is flOW a working day, a change
easily noticeable. Since Christmas is not an official holiday,
the main festivity has been
istei tel t m Christmro
It EP %II VirltiN
ii
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retly or not at all. If the Communists catch them celebrating,
they are likely to loose their
jobs.
The Communists have their
spying nets all over. They try to
find out if the less enthusiastic
members of the Communist
Party buy Christmas trees. If the
sale of the trees progresses too
rapidly, the police interrupt it,
and it is allowed to go on only
one or maybe two clays before
Christmas. The policy of the
Communist Party is to diminish
the image of Christmas.
In spite of all the efforts of
the Communists the festivity
goes on. Those who dare to buy
trees, and there are many, decorate them on Christmas Eve. After the decorating is over, the
children, who are helping, leave
the room, and only the head of
the house stays.
He then pulls out all of the
presents from under the beds,
over the closets, and all other
places where he has hidden them
from the children during the
past week. By this time the
guests have arrived beating presents, which he places under the
tree together with his own.
One thing always puzzles me:
where are such big things as
skis and sleds hidden for a whole
week, sometimes longer, withHog
out the children, disc
them?

The most joyous time for children is the opening of the presents after dinner. Not long after
this ceremony the little children
go to heel, and the rest of the
family leaves for church.
To go to the beautiful medieval cathedral and listen to the
solemn sound of bells bravely
braking the silence of the midnight air makes one’s heart fill
with happiness rind hope that
the Communist tyranny will not
last too long, and that their
dictatorship will end as every
other dictatorship in history has
ended.
But tomorrow is Christmas,
rind in the Communist world it
is still a working day.
The Communists have tried to
force upon the people a new
custom -celebrating New Year’s
in place of Christmas. They have
tranferred such non -religious activities as decoratiing Christmas
trees to New Year’s. They have
even introduced Santa Claus,
known as Grandpa Frost, who
was unknown bet ere World War

1,its of parties and running
around. It sounds like the usual,
but its purpose is more than
"just for fun."
All is done in the spirit of the
season - that of sharing and
sacrificing.
In the case of San Jose State
organizations. it is the sharing of
good cheer and the sacrificing of
time and energy in order to in.lp
needy families during the holidays.
Some students, such as the
Occupational Therapy seniors.
are planning a party for their
patients helped during the past
semester.
Others, like the Spartan
Spears. has an annual jail auxiliary Christmas project. They collect contributions of non-perishable foods from living centers
and distribute them to families
with men held in the county
jail over the holidays.
The Guadalupe Mission will,
and has, received aid from several fraternities and sororities.
The Alpha Omega Rho fraternity
wrapped 600 gifts. collected by
San Jose school children, and
will distribute them at a party
where they will show a movie
and give a puppet show.
Theta Xi and Sigma Kappa
groups went together anti held
a dinner at the Theta Xi house
for children at the Mission and
also distributed presents and entertained them with skits performed by members.
Thirty children were hosted by
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Kappa

Alpha Theta from the San Jose
Day Nursery at the Theta House.
Gifts, games and Santa Claus
were all there.
The freshman class contributed time and effort to the Salvation Army by passing out bags
In the San Jose area to be filled
with canned gigs’s for Christmas
baskets distributed by the Salvation Army.
An Agnew State Hospital ward
was given a party last week by
20 members of the Occupational
Therapy Club. Forty patients
danced, played games, sang, and
ate refreshments provided by the
club,
The Luther Burbank Day
Nursery children, 25 in all, were
treated to hot dogs, cokes, Santa
Claus and presents donated by
downtown merchants. Theta Chi
and Kappa Kappa Gamma were
the organizers.
Alpha Omicron Pi and Sigma
Phi Epsilon entertained 20 children for the Salvation Army
with games, carols, presents, a
big tree and Santa Claus. They
also served refreshments.
Yesterday evening some Occupational Therapy majors assisted
the County Hospital with their
Christmas party for tuberculosis
patients.
A caroling party will be the
nucleus of the Army ROTC Spartan Sabers Society effort to collect foodstuffs for needy families
in the area. The Spartan Sabers
are an upper division honor society based on their activities in
the ROTC.
a

??????
What Are Your Plans
For Christmas Break?
By GEORGE MARTIN
Photos By Barry Stevenson
Kathy st%..eng.), Jurnior, dietics:

The crowd of as many as 8.000
people in the cathedral of the
capital city of Croatia, and another 7,000 who could not enter,
shows the "success’ of the Communists.
Christmas ha, been and will
be the biggest trot of thc yrar
ni’s in
for Croats and Si
n11 eff,rt, r,1 tli C

’I plan to turn over a new leaf this Christmas
vacation. I’m going to study about an hour every
day. I want to spend most of the vacation baking,
’ince I don’t have much time for it normally. I
don’t want to get a job, but I’m going to try
,ince I have the usual financial problems. I’d love
Ii, spend Christmas in the snow. but I’ll have ta
settle for a windy, cold Cnristmas in Richmond."
Chris Moore, senior, radio-TV:

Thousands of Pilgrims Flock to Scene
Of Bethlehem Rites Under Caihedral
- ThouBETHLEItEm
fhtek to
sands nl ttihtritns
the Chinch of the Nil ’silt here
aeain this v at: I i Co:oleo:is
observtrni u’ fl h CI Ili, u%,hvii.
Jesus WitA
Chi istian; la,liee
born.
The Chapel, or Grotto, lies
henea t h mime’ Basilica of the
Church and a sin’ I. Still’ marks
the si.ct it ill:, Nativity. Fifu.,.n sat, is knot.. act kcia lauratime iii ;ymbolize
rut ill
the harmony 1.ctuti en the Hirer?
sr -cis sharing the Church.
Six of t he lamps belong to
the Greek Orthodox Church,
four to the Roman Catholics and
five to the Armenians, representing the religious complexion
of the town. Most of these

Ch, -Warts are Arab,
,i,icle the chum .1:
hawk I! souvenirs, et
disos and
mother of pearl l’esal !VA. The
shops are decorated with figures
of the Christ Child in the manger.
The balconies of the low buildings of faded gray stone ale
crowded with persons watching
the throngs and listening to the
solemn chanting.
The road to Bethlehem, which
winds through the Hebron hills,
hums with a flew of traffic. Hotels in the Jordanian sector of
Jerusalem, five miles to the
north, arc packed with pilgrims.
The Roman Catholic rite begins the afternoon of Dec. 24
with a solemn procession led by

How ’Silent Night’ Began
OBERNDORF, Austria 1UPII
-

As two muffled figures trudg-

ed thniugh this Alpine village
two nigh Is before Christmas in
the year 1818 one murmured to
the other: "silent night, holy
night."
Father Josef Mohr. 26, and his
companion, schoolmastet Franz
Nro ler (1111 11’ were in despair
what they had dishcr,ffis,
covered in Father Mohr ’5 parish
church,
Mice had (hewed tht.otigh the
bellows of the chinch organ,
throwing to the winds the planned parish annual Christmas musicale. Each push down on the
organ pipes emitted only a
wheeze.
It was bitter cold. A blizzard
had raged all clay hut had subsided by this time. Further Mohr
looked around and continued,

"all is calm, all it bright."
According to Oberndorf legend, Gruber giald:Ld the priest’s
arm and said, "that would make
a fine Christmas carol."
They worked until dawn, putting together the famous melody
and verses on brown wrapping
paper, helped in their efforts by
strong coffee and a zither.
By candlelight the West and
Di,’ organist led the convregatiiin
in the first singing of "Silent
Night" with Gruber playing the
accompaniment on the twelvesti ing.11 zither.
The carol became the favorite
of the village and was carried
to other parts of Austria by
bargemen along the Salzach
River.
"Silent Night" was a sensation
at its first performance in Leipzig, Germany in 1831. From there
it spread throughout the world.

the
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"I’m going to go to Carmel and use on the
beach f.d about a week or a week and a lir ..
until my unemployment mitts aut. I’m warkaig
for the government right now. I’m just going to
get close to nature, to enjoy the sand and .
and that sort of thing. I’m going dawn on a ti
scoot, :ind I won’t be able to carry many ra e
I’ll have to limit my trip"
vislial.

Diane Frucht, freshman, education:

3111iNtrAIT NtAss

-I’m going to catch up on some needed sleep,

nu
At nride, 1,1 alo:
I Is
red and I
mass in
I;
o oilthe Nato Hal,
panied by ch.int me I.: a .1,,
tiers a replica ot the CH 1.1
Child to the Grotto.
The Greek Orthecicx and ArMOIli.1(1
hdiCS will hdli simThere is a plain
ila 1, I
alto] or the
nth) which is used
by all I lu c, set to during the huh day. Each decorates it according to thc Practice of its church.
Though each sect guards its
rights in the (’hun’ch of the Navitity. all are bound togethet by
the Silvio Star and the Latin
inscription: "Hie De Vii gine
Maria Jesus Christris Natus Es"
}fere Jesus (1111s1 Was Born
Of The Virgin Mat v
’NIT JORDAN
Several thousand Israeli Christians have Iteen given permission by hoth the governments
of Israel and Jordan to spend
two days in Jordan. Priority is
given to clergymen, people who
never crossed the lines before
and those whose vast illgrimage
was made it long time ago.
Chi istians and
The lstaeli
their brethren Hum have waited fur years for IA chance to sef,
nor another. The scenes at the
Mendell:Bum Gate en the hordes
ilre tilled with joyful and tearful
reunions.
Yet, with this spirit of good
will, there remain only five miles
away in Jerusalem the stone
walls, barbed wire and armed
guards which divide the Arab
and Israeli sectors of that city.

f
...INt

go to a party every night ii hope), see all the
friends I haven’t seen for about three months,
catch up on the latest news and try to get along
with my parents. I also am going to try to stay
out as long as I can on New Year’s Eve."
Carlos Perez, sophomore, political science:
I’ll probably be studying to boost up the or
grades. and I’ll probably take a trip up north,
along the coast. Also, I m on the varsity basket bell teamwell,

I’m on the team but I can’t say

that I play. The team is taking a trip to the
Midwest, so I’ll have a week with no practice."
Pat Gallagher, senior, English:
"I have two term papers to write. That should
take up most of my time. I’ll have to help prepare for the big dinner. and divide my time between my sister and brother. whom I don’t get
to see very often, and make plans for a get-together of all my friends whom I also don’t get
to see very often."

Pam Reed, senior, elementary education:
’’Well, I have to read a novel and complete five
sets of reading notes, divide my time between to,,,
sides of the family during Christmas, and prohably have to cook two sides of the family’s dinners. Maybe I’ll even dress up and play Santa
Claris for my littIP c.aisins

411111110#.
:th in ISr:1:% it Im alte,
minist rat
:

frehrhave,

hieareces ad-

"I plan to study. complete my term paper, and
visit Los Angeles. I’m from Canada. and I’m attending school both here and at the University
of Santa Clara. I want to see the sights in L. A.
We plan to visit Disneyland, Hollywood and I
don’t know where else."
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’Revelries’ Accepting Student Scripts
The Hotitat ii liirea.;rs 4.1
"Spartan Revelries," annual student musical variety show is
now accepting scripts for its
spring presentation.

-1’111/1

By PRUDI STAVIG
-Society Editor

1111’

act, a scenario or song is welcome, according to Holly Spangenberg. publicity chairman.
Al! SJS students are eligible
to submit material.
Scripts may be submitted to
Mr Kenneth Dorst, SD202. Interested persons mav also contact Norma Brock, 294-2910 01
Cathi Purcell, 294-3799.

The Art That Is Curiosity

FOREST AVE.
R. PHARMACY
Your Health
is our primary
responsibility

Vaughn’s ...
Clothing Choice
For XMAS

35%

savings from
9:00 to 9:00 till XMAS

VAUGHN’S
Student Clothing

To serve your physician’s prescrip
bons with the utmost precision is
our main concern But we also know
that your daily needs must be filled
That’s why we carry a full line of
brand name toiletries drugs and cm
metics at modest student prices .
plus a free delivery semce
842110

121 S. 4th

21115 Fun,* 1se.
e,)
luff lia.runn

HOLIDAY FAST SERV
From the Library
on 1th and San Fernando

JUST PLAIN MAGIC’Jim Giussi, who bills himself as "The
Peninsula’s Foremost Magician,- performs his levitation act with
the Floating Princes of Karnak.’’ Giussi is currently completing
plans for a magic show, -Mystorama which will be presented
at the Comedia Theater in Menlo Park, Dec. 21. Performances
are set for 10:30 a.m. and 12:30 and 3 p.m. The special Christmas program of magic performances will feature levitation acts,
floating spheres, vanishing tricks and sawing a lady in half. Giussi
is an SJS sophomore Speech and Drama major. He is also executive secretary of Sigma Pi Fraternity,

A Cr( 3’9,

Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce

39c

FOR NA1-611TY ONES
Straw
NEW YORK (UP! t
rnaments are hung on Christmas trees in Sweden, the favoll:
shape being the goat. This ornament signifies the butting received by any child who was
Tad during the year.

FLOWER RENTAL

King Size Hamburger
’ A Meal In Itself

Pe-rnanent-Cower arrange-ne,ts and
cents for weddings, parfes. dances
Costs a fraction of whet it would tale
to duplicate w:th fresh flowers.

39(.
Juicy Hot Dogs

By Andre

lie

33 East
San Antonio St.

Ft cry

Phone 297.1357

While
duzzle in
nen. blouses

White for Christmas ... white all year

smart

little tops

that go with everything. Ivy League
shirt, button down collar. In or out
blouse with jewel neck. Sizes 30 to 36.
Young Calrfomo Shoo
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Italians Demote
Grand 01’ Opera
In Musical Poll
A poll of
ROME (UPI)
public opinion has proved something you did not need a poll
for----Italians love music.
But it also has shown a few
unexpected facets of this country’s musical tastes. Opera, for
instance, ranks third rather than
first in the preference of Italipop
ans, trailing far be
songs and symphonic music.
The poll was held by the
"Gioventu’ Musicale d’Italia"
I musical youth of Italy. I Association, which distributed 100,000
questionnaires to Italian under
30 years of age. In line with this
country’s usual skepticism about
polls. only 5.017 answered.
The first question, "do you like
music?" was answered affirmatively by 4,770. Only 247. or
fewer than 5 per cent. said "no."
But when they were asked
their preferences, the answer did
not lit in with the traditional
picture of the opera -singing
Italian. A total of 2.360 pt eferred
light music, 1.917 symphonic music and only 540 opera. On singing, 3.284 said they liked it and
744 said they did not.
A question about their favorite
opera composers showed a heavy
favor for Italians and little interest in Wagner. Giuseppe Verdi
wan first with 2,474 votes, followed by Puccini. Rossini and
Mozart. Wagner ranked fifth.
Tchaikovsky had only one vote
less than Wagner. Donizetti and
Bellini trailed way behind.
The piano was the favorite inSi,
strument, but the guitar
popular that many conservatories have had to set up guitar
courses - came a close second.
They were followed by the violin,
the trumpet and the organ.
-6001) ENG1.611
NEW YORK itjl’Jn A teacher, asked for three good reasons
for entering her profession, responded in a survey: "June. July
and All’.:11,1"

Woman is notorious for her almighty insatiable curl
here’s a word of warning- under no circumstances should
iris of
her you’ve bought her Christmas present. She’ll go to thi
the earth to find it.
Why, she’s even got it down to a systemfirst there’s the endless questioning, followed by "frisking" your car, which somehow
leads her to go completely nuts, and offer to clean your apartment.
How sly she is as she sweeps, peering under the rug. straightening the drawers I just a glance under the clothest. and the final
atrocity, steaming the envelopes open which contain your store
bills --she’s got to know what it is.
Here is a large group of coeds who were so persistent, their
fiancees gave in and gave upthat lovely ring was theirs two weeks
early.
ENGAGEMENTS
public relations major from
Penny Clayton, Pi Alpha Nll
Turlock, to Jerry Malone, employee of Coast Oil, from San Jose.
The wedding date is set for semester break.
Joan Phelan. senior education major from Ventura to Dennis
Begvelin, Alpha Tau Omega, senior recreation major from Ventura.
An August wedding is planned.
Taffy Rohe. Tau Gamma, junior physical education major from
Los Angeles, to Joe Nolan, field engineer for Remington RandUnivac, from Los Angeles. June 15 has been set as the big day.
Margaret Beck, sophomore psychology major from Menlo Park.
to James Hackett. sophomore mathematics major frorn Walnut
Creek.
Carol Whitnell, Alpha Chi Omega junior education major from
Lafayette. to David Lee Dougherty, accounting major front Walnut
Creek. January 26, is the date for the couple.
Jeannie Hopkins, senior education and speech therapy major
from Redwood City, to Joseph Grinsell, medical student at Marquette Medical School. in Milwaukee. Wis., from Napa. A summer
wedding is on the agenda.
Mary Vlaardinger. freshman education major from Castro
Valley. to William Harry. employee of the University of California.
at Berkeley. from Hayward. The month of valentines will be the
setting for their marriage.
P1NNINOS
Beatrice Free, Phi Iota Gamma, freshman family planning
major at the University of California at Berkeley. to Chuck Osier,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, senior biological sciences major Ir rn San June.
Cherie Phinney, Delta Zeta, nursing major tram Encino, to
Bill Burke, Lambda Chi Alpha. and graduate of the University of
Washington.
Sue Eschen, Kappa Alpha Theta, education major itorn San
Rafael, to Mike Jacobs, Theta Chi junior engineering major
Eureka.
Gloria McCellan. junior dental nursing major at San Fray
City College, to James Bohanna, Lambda Chi Alpha. junior .
dental student, from San Lorenzo.
Lynn Hoffman. graduate of College of San Mateo. Iron.’ Stu
.
Carlos. to Ed Smith. Lambda Chi Alpha, senior bio-ch,orfrom Redwood City.
Joyce Hawley, junior education major from San Jose. t Vict,o:
Hughes. Sigma Nu, junior engineering major from San Ji
Bonnie Willes, Sigma Kappa, sophomore education major from
Orinda, to Rene Candray, Sigma Phi Epsilon, junior pre-med student from San Anselmo.
’SANTY’ CLAUS
All the Big Sisters in the Kappa Alpha Theta [raise ssci the
happy recipients of "Santy Claus" stockings at the Rig -Little Sister.
party recently.
Tonight, a Little Angel Party will climax a week it sccret
exchanging for the Thetas.
The ladies of Hoover Hall enjoyed a gala Christmas fr.e last
night with lots of gifts, entertainment and ton.
Making their contribution to the spirit of Christmas are to,i
pledge class of Phi Sigma Kappa. The men liae ta::r. manning
Salvation Army stations in front of yarious iltpartmcnI slurs
downtown.
The mothers of members of Alpha Chi Omega joined in the
Christmas spirit with the women at a joint party at the house.
The Sigma Kappas will join forces with the Sigma Phi Epsilon
men tonight in a ’bout the town caroling test.
Phi Mu Palo Alto Alums gave their annual Christmas party
for the ladies of Phi Mu Sunday night, followed by a Christmas
tree trimming party Monday
evening.
’ROUND CAMPUS
Jill Salisbury, Delta Gamma,
was recently named by the men
of Sigma Nu to reign as their
While RDSC Princess for this
year. Runner-up t) the pretty
princess was her sorority sister.
Judy Able.
The Jack Tar Hotel in San
Francisco was the setting chosen
by the brothers of Theta Xi for
the announcement of Sally
Clark. Sigma Kaptia, as the fraternity’s new Cinderella.

MI. rein COCA-COLA Co-ma..

’oeal soloists and instruir,...
talists will preesnt a pmgrarr,
music ranging from opera tr,
song, and from piano solo
violin concerto.
Charleen Row, soprano,
open the program with tw--r..
by Brahms, "Main Lie.,
"Standchen.’ A third
tie "Non e vet’,’’ liY ’Mattel
The sonata in G major of S,,e.
martini will be performed
Susan ViCira. eviils I.
Itachttel Perez as piano accum.
panist.
Two operatic aria, . scheclWed next by Donna
prano. Miss Lauer
Isolde’s Libest,x1 from
"Tristan and Isolde,’
aria "Pace. pace. Olio .
’La Forza del Destiti. (lamina Sheliten
then perlorm the
mont from the cot,
convert(’ I Brlieli
ruff, pianist. will Is,
Doe idaird, pintinue the program with a vi
of three opus 1(1 etudes id
pin. Mies llrcital will
:.
etudes number one, two and
NItisic front the opera doses
the program. Sue Hirr-haw. S4).
Priln, I. Will sing Manon’, henutiful aria from the secor
Pocsini’s "Nlanon Les,
an aria from :t.Iassenc
performed opera, "F1.:
’file program is
and il.rro
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Second Annual
Art Aucnon Sale
Ends Tomorrow
’
the !-AS
iiret annuiii I I
lion anit sale.
Art work h,v st what? and :
tilly all is now on sale
Art Department Galler).
On tile first flow ..,

Included in 111,,
a re water -colors. .
curamics. sculptor,
Last week the ati
of the art es:ent v, .
and laugitt in a
of money.
The art sale
I .
n)ainly
art depa,1..
,
Fifty
received .
contrilmilm?
cliviclerl anion:
and it gullet’)
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"Return to the good old days,"
must have been the theme id
Sigma (’his’ pledge dance Saturclay night. The dance aboard a
Bay cruiser marked the end of
a rin.rnth’s

2 SCHOOL DAYS
UNTIL CHRISTMAS

hoop

a

If you’ve ever been caught just before a holiday with no travel
reservations you know the value of +his advice. So don’t get
caught again, let HOWARD NELSON’S TRAVEL ADVISOR%
mairp your reservations for you today . . . it costs no more fo
make travel reservations in advance.
CALL CY 7-2121

Arimas
TR 1VEI, ADVISORS
SAN JOSE. CALIF.
24 EAST SAN FERNANDO
"Just Two Mocks West of the S.J S. Library"

111111),__

C01.1/1/0/1/.

. from opera
- originally scheduled I.
)..,:cotay, will be hr..
alternoon at 1:30 ai

MAKE RESERVATIONS
RIGHT NOW!

.3.98
’round with these

Recital Set
For Today
At 1:30 p.m.

’n ’9i’
al

BETWEEN HALVES...

get that refreshing new feeling
with Coke!
Company of San Jose, San Jose,

CAO+011.11

C.

a

ammem...

Feeding 10,000 Spartans an All-Day Job Three Resident Assistants Sought
I hqrsrlay, December 11,

Getting SJS students fed is a
job, declared Michael
Dolan. Spartan Cafeteria manager.
Kitchen workers arrive all hours
of the day and night in the continuous process of preparing the
laity fare. The kitchen really begins to hum about four every morn. ing when a large force of the
cafeteria staff arrive to prepare
breakfast at 6:45 a.m.
Space is a major problem in the
kitchen, according to Dolan. The
itutze-like kitchen is short on all
types of storage space, aisles and
working areas are mostly small
and cramped.
About 170 people comprise the
staff %shah work in an NMI designed for far fewer people. The
Spartan Cafeteria is operating "he, v ond maximumm capacity" now, said
I’Dolan.
Approximately 10.000 students
every day wander into the Spartan
Cafeteria for meals, coffee, chatter or just plain warmth, according to the cafeteria manager.
Menus are prepared about two
weeks in advance, according to
Dolan. The daily diet is worked out
by the cafeteria dietitian, Flora
Burnham, an assistant dietitian
I Olga Stewart, along with the cafeteria manager.
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RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Student Rates

$18

3 mos.
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009 NESS MACHINES
AND DFFICE EQUIPMENT

Third & San Fernando

Wesley
Foundation
(Methodist Student
Center)
441 South 10th
Street

T.ZCkkjaaja2agaNEG,VIVA^Ai):?,

.1. Benton White,
Campu: Minister

FOR BRUNCH
SUNDAY

Ici

T
’LI and 30.
lox tvveen Ve .,:es
SJS’ dortratories
I:1.
The rc- I’ ’at assistant will he re441:111 i
for the spiing serricstcr, accortling ’sponsilile for workim; with approxiIC, Robert Baron, hitiasing cooldi- mmely 50 students and will help
nator.
vI, the advising of student

24-hour a day

/-)ho/o.t 4y
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FOPEiGN CAR
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See us for all your bakery needs.,
Wedding cakes, party pastries.,
birthday eakcs and pies.
San Jose’s finest independent
bakery

Body Repairs & Painting
Insurance Work
Aluminum Work
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Wotkmanship
CY 2-9099
e21/ 119
PAINT & BODY SHOP
Our New Location
605 Sunol At Savoie,
Sar, Jo:e

2 block, //on,
CY 2-6880
.-AAA Alk-AA

Bakmas Flower Shop
invites you to come

AMERICA’S FAVORITEApple pie is cut into
servings by Mrs. Joyce Bernham end readied
for the serving line. Pies and pastries of ell

huge rotary gas oven installed in August. Main
occupation of the bakers now are the making

our hol:day floral arrangements

of thousands of Christmas cookies for the ho’lday season.

kinds are baked daily in the Spartan Cafeteria’s

in and see

and festive

corsages.

10th & Santa Clara CY 2-0462

Vivian’s Special:

wish you each a most blessed Hol.

Egg

;day Season. May His birth become

bacon
hotcakes
65c
C

2 strips
2 delicous

real in your life is our Christmas
prayer for you all.

07-3\
Ert096)tal<ing

at

Worship Suricky
St. Paul’s
First

VP/IAN’S
15 So. 4th

10th at Sen Salvador
1110 em
,nes C Ethreage,
Minister

Santa Clara I Sth
9.10 I 1130 a rn
Donald A. Getty,
Minister

Application forms are availablr
in Baron’s
Adrn266. They
must he returned to the office by
Jan. 4.
The po,ations, for two men i.
wororm,
opon t,i :111 ,onlyr

fry

7he Me hodist Churches of San Jose

SPARTAN DULY -11

Open 10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Sunday for your convenience
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ICE CREAM
Guaranteed by - ,eern*NiA

,

ileautv Care
IA)w, Low Prices

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
400 N.

All work done by qualified
siudenis under supers ision.

SULU

BEM:11

Ir. West San Fernando M.

(.0i.i.EGE
cy

Ist Street

CHOCOLATE SUNDAE
Coming right up. These and
other tasty treats are special
snack bar attraci ions in the
race for calories.

3-9516

--.

Slow Drivers
Move Over!
The driver behind you
may be rushing to

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS
1625 W.

293-2129

San Carlos

293-2130

Everything for Imported Cars

SWEET POTATOES
evening dinner hour.
range from cooking
70 or 80 gallons of

Intern Applications Due Tomorrow

Trophy Manufacturers
For All Events
MEDALS
RIBBONS

III

s

Dr.

St.,ficld, a
;,
edocation Ill I EtezieM.
secondary oro_:ram
en:1 the
I
1.mts must hold one must have a back:41,aind in
quality for the eitheh seienee. math or English.
Pol.m .1. Itaymenrim msistani
ed he areemed
I,
Ir., Tr/h,ril II elueation, will aceept
sat (I/ouri rit lire
mmaemi..a., me the elementm’y
in to,
III lIl.I
IF!
nead

I. B. TROPHIES
ENGRAVING
PLAQUES

are slapped into the huge ovens for the
This is but one of Frank Torres’ tasks, which
a few hundred slices of ham to seasoning
broccoli.

.L
--",-*.

OLGA STEWART, assistant
dietician, prepares the menus
which feed 10,000 hungry Spar.
tars Monday through Friday.
Balanced and nufriCous meals
are her special realm at the
cafeteria.

7.7,717V

.4.%.
I/ I

SCUS011’S Greet 11 ,f!S
A Gift Suggestion

J. B. Trophies extends holiday greetings
to the students at SJS. We thank you for
your

patronage and

invite

you to come in

Charcoal brown
Charcoal olive
Mustard olive

81895
Or give a Mosher’s

and shapes for every event and occasion.
You will be assured of prompt service,
fr.1Ir
prices and excellent engraving and
craftsmanship. Once again
ous holiday!
184

Race St.

:rein

JOSI

07)0 :Err:lel:tr.

Mother’s men’s hand -knitted wool sk,t
land cardigan sweater, imported from
Scotland.

and see our large selection of trophies.
We have trophies and plaques of all sizes

Gift Carlif;r:ate

osfier’s

have a joy.1

..4)7wit

SAN JOSE Mir COIL
SO Sol1144 FO/IRTN
9
Open Thurs

CloriTilToi
SAN JO:E
Open Eever

CY 2 3868
.
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"If I had it to do over again,
would I take Army R.O.T.C.?

-We Cater to Fraternities, Sororities
and all Campus Groups"

N. \ \ T TIM \ \trr\TI ; I ,1 11, HISTORY MAJOR, CI.A.S.S

10

t

My wife and I are in Panama at the moment.
likes
it. You know, Officers Club,
that sort of thing.
I like it. too. But whether I sta,v in t he Army or not, the
question is: Would I take Army R.O.T.C. if I had it to
do over again? Yes, I certainly would. In spades.
realize how lucky I was. At the time I figured:
, ho
get nty degree gpt an Army commissi,,n,
,-. and pick up some estra money alohg the wa,!
.at i he leadership type, 1 thoughi. I was wrong. vor.
wrong! Looking back on it. I wouldn’t trade I hi,
leadership training I got for anything! Take my uord
lot. it, li.aders are made not born! Whether I
in
the Army or not, nobody call take away what I’ve
learned. And let s 1.1(1. it. where can anybody yr ,
step out of college and walk into a standard of living I Itti
good? Look, if you have already invested Iwo years, in
college ROTC, take it from me: Stiri- it out.’ ’II be
one of the smartest things Noti ever did. / sa:t MO."

Th.-, I
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Two SJS Soccer men
To Represent Coast

, 1^

y"

r’s*

Frosh Quint Bows to CCSF;
Faces SJCC Tomorrow Night
td1 new 1963 cars at
who:esale prices
call 368-4259
WHERE’S EVERYBODY?

Oell1Cr stars first team on the a,!.
Two San JOSC
were among the six West Coast picks along with t(’amm.o.
entries selected to try out for the mar Demeter.
U.S. Olympic Club en Dec. 29-30

and
lackada,..,..at
ball -handing
By t.b.:Nt:
numerous
resulted
in
,:in in passing
A amplete revers., ,
h, .e.xtriti half 1..11,a San JOAO (’(SF scores.
,
A frigid sholting percentage in
flaAh billtkr‘thltit
:oarth victory, as City College of the disastrous final 20 minute.
outlastcil the Spar- also o ntributol to the Spartababe
Si:;
intibes. 45-39. last night on the stownlall. After burning the netsj
on 55 percent of its field goal atwitineis’ coati.
tempts in the initial half. S.1:S
Coach Danny Iilinrs’ San Iime
could hit no le-tier than 27
quint apnea :eel well on its was’
cent in the second half.
It, S it’t,’r% as It surged out to a

ri St. 1.1411S.
Junior Dave Kingsley and junier
college transfer Al Km bus were
voted this honor in the Western
Sectional Trials held at 13alboa
Stadium in San Francisco last Sat-

quid: isttid i,id maintaiiied a
t Adams. San Francis’s s
sharp-shooting guard, was Ith.,11
t halftime athantage.
th.
ik
pomtgetter with 14. while San Jos(
Th.
11..1 i. I. waist Frank Tarrantts pitchol
..i.’1,
in 10 markers to pace the hoarr.
i
( ; Wird Craig Fergus corn
euht to the losing cause.
It was tl’SF’s With straight
ssin. while S.IS dropped to 3-t
in return to the
Glines’ eagets
Spartan Gym tomorrow night to
ttst cross-town rival San Jose City
College in a 6:15 preliminary to
Never too Crowded
the San Jose-San Fernando viacity clash.

The,

It raced over to get a
de’cious

No Waiting

50c BURGER

Hours 6a.m. to I I p.m.

-uce & torea.o

-

FOR 244

ED’S
LAUNDROMAT

at the
10IISI‘
Ii,rr
388 E. Santa Clara
tewe, 8rti and 9tn)
- - -- -

A oh

497 N. 13th St.
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ii the hi-tor:n..11 Christ there is Ito

old the lising Christ there i
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00 I .111141:111It

"or realization of Itim Ite deepensul
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And il soo’re staving in "".111 Jsinit .Itiritsu the holhlas.. NS. of
114011
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First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community
830
9:45
5 45
7 00

& 11:00
a.m. pro. p.m. -

a.m. - Morning Worship
College "Seminar"
TriC Club
Evening Seric

MP So

Second St

Clarence R. Sands, DO.,

San Jo,.

Pastor

Coach Jim Padgett’s Jaguars.
also 3-2 in the early season going.
re led by high -sowing backonli"
Illart Lee Scarlet!, who is averaging
-1’r 20 points a game.

The Phi Sigs downed Sigma Chi.
12-23, led by Don Shoemaker’s 10
, ,.,nts. Sigma Chi meets Sigma Phi
h.psilon also at 8:30.
The Sig Eps blew a five-point
lead with less than two minutes
left and lost to Delta Sigma Phi,
41-39. DSP battles Pi Kappa
Alpha at 9:30 in the Men’s Gym.
PiKAs’ Tony Broadwood potted
11 field goals and seven free

4441b.

KRINGLE’S HOLIDAY MENU

APPETIZER
Assorted best wishes for health
friendship and good fortune
T
t generous portion of good cheer mixed with
a full measure of happiness and joy spiced
with an added dash of excitement
!
Combination of warm feeling and tender
senitment blended with the
season’s greetings
rtett

1.1

Best wishes for the coming year filled
with great promise and fulfillment
A full resume of golden memories
Heartfelt greetings overflowing with
happy Yuletide cheer

Diablo Valley Tops
Frosh Wrestlers

A surprised saa
frosh wrestling team met di b’at
for the first time this year against
Diablo Valley Collette there Tues1i1111WS 1(11.
POMIN,
III’ nearly day. The score was 24-15 for I WC
whipped Theta Xi single-handedly,
Rich Lawhead was the i1.0
and PiKA won. 57-32. Theta Xi Inightest Spartan, LW he pinias!
duels Larnixla Chi Alpha tonight DVC’s Al Wilkins in the 167-pound
in another 9:30 contest.
match. John Esparta 11.2:1-pnttn(ls
Theta Chi, which defeated Sigma and Jim Potter (heavyweight
Nu, 45-24, goes against Sigma
both won by forfeits.
at 7:30. AT() squares off again,’
Gary Seardina missed the meet.
Sigma Nu in a 7:30 tilt.
beeatise ’it an injured knee.

FLY

EUROPE
"63"

’429’
round try

Call

. 7 C

DICK DURLING

SAVE ALL THE
YEAR ’ROUND
Nylana Bulky
359 oz.
Th., is just a sample
of the savongt at . . .

THE YARN SHOP

Daytirre Call.
CY 5-4025

319 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
San Jose (opposite Emporium)
Open Mon. & Thurs. Eves., 7

CY 5-8574 or AN 9.3006

SALE

10 Speed Racing Bikes from
Terrof Peugeot
Clubman a.d V +tor a

Choose horn

44 95

Ineudes

VALUABLE ’COUPON

Christmas Gift Certificate
This coupon may be applied tr...vard the purchase of
any typewriter in our store according to the following
formula:
A machine valued befw. $10.00 and $59.99- 55.00
off listed price. A machine above $60.00 in value
- $10.00 off listed price.
Bring this coupon to

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
This offer expires December 31, 1062
-4101WOOM00(.10,00,2022WIVRX1MILEsilfirfIll
4

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando

Tricycles

Drop in Anytime
for

.
,.

..W0Weri

Rooe
the perfect

39.95

a lye
Christmas gift

49.95
Unassembled 32.95
Assembled 36.50
10.95 to 16.95

ATTENTION FACULTY AND STAGS

This weekend. ilrie or will.
I., the friendly Flouer
next to Spiley’s and pick ill.
the rioSser, of ..nior choice
from the %side. beautiful ye.
leetiew at Ito.i Marie’s.

c.

Use 0, Ghost’s,a, Lay Awes Plan Today ’ 1
Banta-nr,o,ds

)k,’0
_

CYpress 3-5283

rear book rack. chrome fonder, and air pump

20" Bicycles

0(

1

-

Unassembled end in boys model Only

3 Speed Deluxe Bicycles

Sincerest wishes for a very Merry Christmas
and a New Year full of joy and happiness

Phone 297-0254 I
,. ma, ima, 411.-

.11

go..

Bergimeister.

3 Speed Racing Bikes
Peg

& Sun. 10 to L,

"one of the largest pet shops in the country"

1280 The Alameda

co’/44

59.95

Daily 10 to

Woloorned

DIEle

CH 8-8747

Espert ItOairs

Service On All ModIs

B I
2238 El Cantina $esta Clara
II Block North of Scoff 8114.1

. PHOP
SECC
SAN

We give
)/
Green Stamps

In a nine-page statement to the press Tuesday. Athletic Director
lath Bronzan attempted -to eliminate the pessimism" and "impros e
the situation" resulting in several newspaper articles. among them
two in the Spartan Daily.
We cannot ag.ee a it Ii Mr. Bronzan on all of his statements and
lake strong exception to his statement that the schedule in the earl,
19.30s compared favozably to the present slate.
Ilronzan took two years, 195:1 and 1954, in which San Jose played
.chedule somewhat similar to this year’s. He fat lot to point out,
libwever. the weakness of the schedules on either side if 1933 and 1954.
To take an example. in 1950 the Spartans played San Diego.
Santa Clara. Loyola, USE, Pepperdine, St. Mary’s, Fresno State, COP
and Montana Slate. in addition to Stanford. Hardly a tough schedule.
In 1951 the Spartans continued playing the lesser lights. USF.
Fresno, USE again. Idaho. Loyola, San Diego Naval ’rraining Center.
Santa Clara, COP. Marquette and Stanford were on the slate.
Colitrado. San Diego, Arizona State. Fre-sno. COP, !WI’. Montana
and Santa Clara along with Stanford were the team. nn the 1952
schedule.
As pointed out by Mr. Bronzan: the 1953 and 1934 slates were
lt.ugher However. these schedules also ineltaled Idaho, MU. Fresno
State, North "’ems Slate, and COP.
In 1933 the Spartans went hack to their old way.,.. inclodin
Hawaii. Pacific, Cal Poly, and Fresno among theii opixments.
following year Drake. San Diego State. Denver. COP. Cal Poly, Fre,no
and Hawaii were on the schedule.
Since 1957. when Bob Titchenal took over from Bronzan as
coach, the slates hat.e gotten tougher, culminating this year with
what has been widely publicized as the toughest schedule in SJS
history.
Titchenal says that "this is the toughest schedule since I’ve been
here. The teams we played were bettEr than they have Is ea in On.
past. Washington State and Oregon had terrific teams. Even 1’OP
was tough."
The release said, -Never has any faculty member been assured
that his sole respsmsibility vvas to coach." Yet Titchenal. when he
first came to SJS, didn’t teach any classes during the football season.
C1:i...es he .e gradually been added ocr the year

at Santa Clore County’s most complete bike shop

Si

Notional Student
Assn. Representative
***
N.S.A. Tours
Student I.D. Travel Cord
Hostel Information
Euro-Car-Purchase
**

Open Sat

s

TRY ou

Your

Your Pet’s Dept. Store

Open 9 to 6 Daily
Thurs. and Frl. 1,1 9
Sun. 12-5

350 .
. 16
Op

Open

CHRISTMAS

18

Limited Space Available

With JOHN HENRY
Sports Editor

PRE-

June

PARIS -S.F. = Sept. 3

rime Out

BEVERAGE LIST
A Cup That Runneth Over
The Milk of Human Kindness
A Brimming Cup of Christmas Cheer
Included with the above

SPARTAN
CAFETERIA

wh:le you are shopi,ng. try
of our select blends of fine
imported or domestic tobetto. Jun
right for the discriminating pipe
smoker.

And
one

S.F.- LONDON =

Clarification of a Clarification

Funs

it North P o, Strroa

Enjoy smuking
Smoke a pipe!

SOCCER STARS-San Jose State’s soccer team landed two of
the six entries representing the West Coast in the St. Louis
tryouts held on Dec. 29-30. Dave Kingsley (left) and Al Korbus
practice their footwork in preparation for the post-Christmas
session.

SAE Nips ATO;
Meets Phi Skis
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, which
plays the Phi Sigs tonight at 8:311,
slipped by Alpha Tau Omega, 4241. in overtime Tuesday night in
intramural fraternity basketball

11111
&tot PIP, itop

urday.
The only other C’alifornia college
athlete granted a berth was Bill
Flarreda of University of California.
’rhree members of the San Ft an
vise., soccer league rounded out
the selections. They were Don Bel!
of Mercury, and Jerry Melton and
Sege Burentin of Teutonia.
Korbus, who sat out the season
hi.x.ause of ineligibility, was an All- America choice at City College ’A
! San Francisco in 1981 and is described by coach Julie Menendet
as "one of the best around."
Kingsley, a veteran of Iwo cant;
ais at SJS, was named to the
- -
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Spartan Cagers Test San Fernando Tomorrow
cagers return to action tiimi,t’row
Us JOHN HENRY
taking a 56-42 trouncing at 8 p.m. against the San Fernanthe hands of the Fresno State do five in the Spartan Gym.
Fresno jumped out to a quick
Tuesday night. the SJS
13-3 lead with 13 minutes left in
the half. The Bulldogs held the
Spartans to three field goals in the
first 15 minutes of play.
The Spartans had a cold night
i from the field as they hit only 26

ANC,

CARS AVAILABLE
TO BE DRIVEN TO OREGON
Call 294-4243

839 Almaden
J.H. Goulden & Associates

Season’s 1;1.,cli figs

Student
Bowling
35c

Crying Towel, Please

$1.45

STEAK

DISCOUNT WITH ASEI CARD

DOWNTOWN
BOWL
375

By DON CHAPMAN

Sweaters & Cashmere Coat.
Our Specialty

TRY our

Santa Clara Sr.

111:

Art Cleaners

CY 4-7800

398 E. Santa Clara

293-1030

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

COLLEGE WEEKEND

SPECIALS
Every Sat. and Sun.
Guys and Gals! Come in and
Taste Archie’s Scrumrtious Food!
THIS WEEKEND’S SPECIAL

Rust Beef Dinner

115

Regularly $1.20

DINNER STEAK
Regularly $1.49

$110

Bring a Date or Join the Crowd at

iiRCHIE’S STEAK 110USE
545 So. 2nd St.

Free

in scoring with 13 points. Ile was
six for eight from the field and one
for two from the charity stripe.
Maurice Talbot, 6-5 forward.
tallied 11 points tor the winn,rs
seven from the flee throw lin,a team the Fresno Bulldogs Ito
41.5 per cent of their shots.
The only Spartan who hit mme
shots than he missed was Sim,.
The flashy forward hit five of se’s.
en from the field for 10 points.
also picked off four rebounds, second on the club.
The loss marked the first tint.
this season that SJS has been siren. It goes into tomorrews e di i
with a 4-1 record.
San Jose will meet its toughest
’opposition of the year when it goes
, back to the Mid -West for a three
game series.
The Spartans will open the trip
agagainst Illinois who currently are

Sidelines

"WORK
OF
ART

anYlime

16 Clean Alleys
Open 24 Hrs.
. 7 Days A Week

:per cent of their shots. Both teams
hit 17 field goals but SJS took 65
shots compared to 91 fot FSC.
The Bulldogs won the game from
the free throw line as they scored
21Z points to the SJS’ eight. The
Spartans had 23 team fouls that
lead to the Bulldogs’ chances from
the line.
Dennis Bates fouled out with
seconds left in the game while
Harry Edwards, Eddie Sims, Bill
Yimge and Bill Robertson were
close to being thrown out with four
apiece.
The big man for Fresno was 6-5
forward Tony Burr who took high
point honors with 22. He hit seven
for 15 from the field and added
eight of nine free throws. Burr also
controlled the boards for the Bulldogs as he took nine rebounds, high
fin- the game.
.10e Neff, 6-9 center, was second

Parking

1-11,\
plight
(he iinti-lleareat fan.
Stunned when Cincinnati’s basketball team beat Ohio State and
took the national championship
two years ago, he recuperated in
time to see the same thing happen
again early this year.
Jerzy Lucas’ knee was injured,"
alibied desperately, "The BearIs were unconscious." It was to
avail. Again, as the cold winds
of winter approached that recurring theme was in the air. en
I,,ks like Cincinnati will have no
problem at all this time."
YATES. BONHAM ...
If it isn’t Oscar Robertson, it’s
Paul Hogue, and if it isn’t Paul
Hogue, its Tony Yates, or Ron Bonham, or Tom Thacker, or Geoige
Wilson, or Jerry Krick. If you’re
not a Cincinnati fan, then you’ve
probably figured out what drives
this
anti-Bearcat
advocate
to
nightmares. The school
keeps
Ibuiluing while they win.

rated ei. }oh in the nation. The big,
man for the Illini is 6-4 fotward
Dave Downey. Last year he averaged 20.2 points a contest. He is
one of the candidates for AllAmerican honors this year.
Behind Downey the HUM have
i;44 center Billy Burwell who aver-1
iged 18.5 last years. Guard Bill
Small, 6-2, averaged 14.6 last sea- ,
son.
After the Illinois game Di,
the Spartans will move on to N!
iiian for a game with the Wm
Ines Dec. 19. Heading the Mi.-I,
ii tunes are forward Tom
;orints per ’game, forward
Oust erhaan. 14.7, center John Harris, 12.0 and guard Bob Cantrel:
who also averages 12 per game.
The next night the Spartans
meet Detroit. Although it lost All
Dave DeBusschere. Detroit is still in top shape with a
trio of smilers from last year s
souad returning. Al Cech, 6-2, I’Pturns at guard where he averaged
13.4 points per game last year. Forwanl Harrison Munson, 10.0, and
forward Dick Dzik also
.gninru’’ta

This year, they’re not loaded
Iwith talent, they’re loaded with
Ali -Americans.
Yates,
Bonham,
Ili! Thacket are three of the memis of the first two strings of ’
.rts Magazine’s All-American .
lections. Wilson only made hots()Fable mention.
W’hat adds insult to injury to
this poor chap is that fact that
,ohitm and Wilson, a 6-8 replaceit for Hogue, are only juniors
ed Krick (also 6-8, but out this
with a shoulder injury is

WCAC Christmas Tournament wt Tile tournament \Ail run Iron’ Dec. ,iiie
the USF Gym in San Francisco.
26-30, with San Jose’s fir,
The Spartans have drawn last
the ..ieninii nohot sr.11,1,1
year’s league champion. Pepper dine, as their first round opprJtif.,.
This will probably be the cli,
game of the first round. In I
First round contests Santa C,
meets Col’ St Mary’s plays
oia ario
with Portlan.1

Soon after they return from the
lid -West. the Spartans go into the

m
/ire
he’s -sir liii and the SPCI,,:
*
*
best he’s ever seen (he allots.
first place to Jerry Lucas 1. 1.1
Nash, Art Heyman from Doke edi
F’
play anywhere on the mut,.
aging 25.3 points a game la,’ :.
and pulling down 10.9 rebi aim Is in
44 17 .386
the meantime, Heyman has been ’
40 IS .375
IS 484
31
tabbed as the best around this s
400
20
year by most of those who don’t
4
2 .500
go along with Nash. There is also C
.125
Rod. Thorn from West Vir:inia.
39,
TOTALS
289 110
reminiscent of All -Pro Jerry \V.
OPPONENTS
3’
2I5 77
in appearance and playing
I,
The sad fact remains fi
lanti-Bearcat fan, however. I ha I
doesn’t look like any of the.,
stars, despite their impressi \
skills, can stop the Cincinnati 1.%
press:
I with
,

Readak Rapid
Reading Course
Starts

1.19
0
DISTINCTIVE 15.411()NS

Tonite

Vat

fiebichnuut

7 -9:30

Alive - Bobbie lirook.,
Muriel ’ha.

Readah, 9itc

455 F.ast WILLIAM
new

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

EFood Center
760 E. Santa Clara at 16th

Your Weekly Spartan Specials:

Cage Statistics

JELLO all flavors
SPAM

9
S
I0
9
4
8
5
1
3

36

62
82

.692
.454
.000
500
.625
.750

SWISS

9,
35
IC
20

12 Oz
MISS FROZEN

CANNED HAMS

tan

FRUIT PI:5

6 lb.

size

Free Parking in our Lot
Thrifty Green Stamps

646 295
700 03"

kkA; 2,1A.;Ak2.1.141211.U4/....

$1.00
39c
294
$4.98..

12 for

Hours. Daily -9:00 to 830
Sunday-9:00 to 6-00

!,;).A2.ikluV4.k.14:42.12.i*S..24.;

itrU.

FOR A GALLERY
OF GIFT IDEAS--

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

KEANE’S (complete selection)
ARTIST SUPPLIES

:3
1-,

C ALL
CARS
All Other Car Services
At Discount Prices

DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
6th & KEYES

CY

5

6257

a few steps from campus. Visit
tsuJrc,

PARK’S GALLERY
332 E. Santa Clara between
CY 3-1793

7th & 8th

-34-cint=4ffiranfr6TrtrtnliM4.77.rriTrfrftnintifV5

oTHERS SHINE, THOUGH
.1111nately for him, other stars
shim .n the college basketball horizon and divert attention. They not
only show great skill, they are of
a new varietybelow 6-8.
The impressive forwards on
.-Hirt’s first string All-American
mention here. Charles
sirve
.-tton Nash, a 6-44 versatile
opshooter from Kentucky, was
asidered by his famed coach,
\ liilph Rupp, lobe the best sopho-

Salem

refreshes your taste
"air-softens"every puff
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I -’
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4,/w104/,e,./

A Salem cigarette
refreshmg. Puff after puff..
taste of Springtime .40 soh
Salem smokes fresh and flavorful i-vl-rs tone. Smoke rift’ ,

The one lotion that’s cool, exciting
brisk as an ocean breeze!

menthol fresh rich tobacco taste
H U LTD N
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Two SJS Soccer men
To Represent Coast

trign
tan

Frosh Quint Bows to CCSF;
Faces SKC Tomorrow Night
I3

isE’S E WILLI Sims
A inimiaele revs rsai ) a loam in
di second half cost San J.im
State’s bosh baskaalaill leain its
frairth victory. as City Cellege ra
San Francisco outlasted the Saar.
tab:ibis. 45-39, last night on I he

AN new /963 cars at
whe.esule prices
,yra

..yrf

er,

call 368-4259

-

i’,

itt,

’oath Danny Minis’
quint ;yin...pa n.st on

WHERE’S EVERYBODY?

,.,Numizugm

among the sax West Coast picks abed,
ses selected to try out for the mar Demos
1 .5 Olympic Club on Dec. 29-30
, in St. Louis.
Junior Dave Kingsley and junior1
eollege transfer Al Kothus were
ertHt
voted this honor in the Western
5ectionial Trials held lit Balboa
Stadium in San Frativisco last Sat.

lackadaisical
ball -handing
and
passing
resulted
in
marnerons
(’(’SF scores.
.
A frigid shosting percentage in!
the disastrous final 20 minutealso en ntributed to the Spartababe
downfall. After burning the nets
on 53 pei cent of its field goal at -I
: tempts in the initial half. 5.15
coald hit no Inflter than 27 purvent in the sevond half.

an Jame
its anv
1,, c ietory, :v. it surged 11S to a
quick lead :nod maintained a
Alt Adams. San Francisco’s1
23-li halftime advantage.
!sharp-shouting guard, was high I
the pointgetter with 14, while San Jose .
The I, val.
.:ime away in the -’- ’’
I df, is 1.1rwalSt Frank Tarnintis pitched
in 10 markers to pace the losers.
Guard Craig Fergus contributed
ei..iht to the losing cause.
It was (’(’SF’s With straight
%sin. while SJIS dropped to 3-2.
Glines’ cagets %A ill return to the
Spartan Gym tomorrow night to
test cross-town rival San Jose City
College in a 6:15 preliminary to
Never too Crowded
’los San Jose-San Fernando var.
s,iy clash.
No Waiting
’oach Jim Padgett’s Jaguars. !
also 3-2 in the early season going,
Hours 6a.m. to I 1 p.
are led by high -scoring backcasur,
man Lee Scarlett. who is ay eragirr-i
oser 20 points at game.
- --------

The ainly tither Cialifairnia is liege
athlete granted a berth was Bill
!Barred:I of University of Cantornit,.
Three members of the San Flan!
:vim,.i soccer league rounded out
the selections. They were Don Bell
of Mercury. and Jerry Melton and
’ Seers Durentin of Teutonia.
Korbus, who sat out the season
because of ineligibility, was an All’ America choirs. at City College ail
San Francisn) in 1961 and is de-.Tibet] by coach Julie Menendez
as "one of the best around."
Kingsley, a veteran of two campaigns at SJS, Wag named 10 1110

-
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First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community
8:30
9:45
5:45
7:00

& 11:00 a.m. Morning Worship
a.m. College "Seminar’
p.m. Tri-C
Club
p.m.
Evening Service
lee
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STARSSan

The Phi Sigs downed Sigma Chi.
2-23. led by Don Shoemaker’s 10
..,ints. Sigma Chi meets Sigma Phi
:disilon also at 8:30.
The Sig Eps blew a five-point
lead with less than two minutes
left and lost to Delta Sigma Phi,
41-39. DSP battles Pi Kappa
Alpha at 9:30 in the Men’s Gym.
PiKAs’ Tony Broadworxi potted
seven free
and
1 1
I ieli1
.2yials

KRINGLE’S HOLIDAY MENU

APPETIZER
Assorted best wishes for health
friendship and good rortune
-

Combination of warm feeling and tender
senitment blended with the
season’s gree:ings
.1.

Ecst wishes for the coming year filled
with great promise and fulfillment
A full resume of golden memories
Heartfelt greetings overflowing with
happy Yuletide cheer

Time Out
With JOHN HENRY
Sports Editor

In a nine-page statement to the pre,- Tuesday. Athletic Director
Lob Brrinzan attempted "to eliminate the pessimism- and "improve
the situation" resulting in several newspaper articles, among them
two in the Spartan Daily.
We cannot ag,ee with Mr, Braanzan am all of hi., statements and
take strong exception to his statement that the schedule in the early
1950s compared favo..ably to the present slate.
Bronzan took two years, 1953 and 1954, in which San Jose played
a schedule somewhat similar to this year’s. He failed to point out,
luAvever, the weakness of the schedules on either side of 1933 and 1951.
15r take an example. in 1950 the Spartans played San DieLoc
Santa Clara. Loyola, USE’, Pepperdine, St. Mary’s. Fresno Stoic. Col’
and Montana Stale, in addition to Stanford. Hardly a tough selonlole
In 1951 the Spartans continued playing the lesser lights. USE.
Fresno, USF again. Idaho. IAwola, San Diego Nasal Training Centio
Santa Clara, COP. Marquette and Stanford were on the slate.
Montnt,,,
Arizona State. Frr,no, (’HI’,
Colorado, San
on the 1952
and Santa Clara along with Stanford were the Is
schedule.
A, pointed Wit by Mr. Bronzan. the 1953 and 1954 slates were
included Idaho. IINT Fresno
1r ,ughers’-:hedules also
!e, and COP.
State, No! I ti ’I.
In Plii5 the Spartans %%vat hack to their old ssay.-.
The
Hawaii. Pacific, Cal Poly, and Fresno among theii rant:lents.
following year Drake. San Diego State, Denser COP. Cal Poly. Fresno
and Hawaii were on the schedule.
Since 1957. when Bob Titchenal took over from Brorrzan as
.
coach, the slates have gotten tougher, culminating thi- ce
what has been widely publicized as the toughest schs I
history.
Titchenal says that "this is the toughest schedule since I
here, The teams we jilayed Were better than they !Rise In ea ii
.
past. Washington State and Oregon had terrific teams. Even
was tough."
The release said, "Never has any faculty member been as-,
that his sole responsibility was to coach." Yet Titchenal, w,!
first came to SJS, didn’t teach any classes during the fordbal. Classes ha .e gradually been added user 111 years.

ibis is ust a
of the savings
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A Cup That Runreth Over
The Milk of Human Kindness
A Brimming Cup of Christmas Cheer
Included with the above

SALE

Call

DICK DURING

at

.

1"

Your Pet’s Dept. Store
Open Daily 10 to
Open

Green Stamps

" one of the Iergest pet drops in the country"
Phone
1280 The Alameda
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Itenioenricerd,
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771,4,,

0,4

BKng this coupon to
MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
1062
This offer expi’es Docembor 31,
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MODERN OFFICE MACHMES CO.
CYpress 2-5233

124 E. San Fernando

Drop in Anytime
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...APS

59.95
the perfect Christmas gift
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PHI
SEC
SAI
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A machine valued be.tw. S10.00 and $59.99 55.00
attics, d price. A rneLhine above 560.00 in value
510.00
oft li,ted price.
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Christmas Gift Certificate

Ilf
U.

375 W

46WWNIM

This coupon may be applied ts,rard the purchase of
my tyeewr.te, in our store according to the following
formula

nr" I"

SPARTAN
CAFETERIA

Sat & Sun. 10 to 6

We give

SHOP

3 Speed Deluxe Bicycles
Ine.id tear book rack chrome tenders and air pump9,95
Unassembled 32.95
20" Bicycles
Assembled 36.50
10.95 to 16.95
Tricycles
r[
ATTENTION FACULTY arr.,

0

c

Daytime Call.
CY 54025
Eves
Co 5-8574 or AN 9-1006

at Santo Clore County, most complete bike shop

Sincerest wishes for a very Merry Christmas
and a New Year full of joy and happiness

7

.1=1=1.44M0

9 to 6 Doily
Thurs. and Fri. tit 9
Sun. 12-5

only

.

TRY

N.S.A. Tours
Student I.D. Travel Card
Hostel Information
Euro-Car-Purchase

open

10 Speed Racing Bikes from
Chops, from Terrot
Peugeot 8ergimeister.
Clubman and V ttor.a
3 Speed Racing Bikes
Rog 44 95 Unassembled end in boy’s model

C

National Student
Assn, Representative

.

.

’

yo,
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I
I
1
I
I
I
1
I
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Limited Space Available

THE YARN SHOP

i

354

PARIS - S.F. = Sept. 3

319 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
San Jose (opposite Emporium)
Eves , IT
Open Mon. & Thurs
.01m.

LONDON = June 18

Ay

41,..ro

()I/4

BEVERAGE LIST

round trip

S.F..

354 oz,

;

,r,..:

$4290

Bulky

Nylana

r);,,,,o,

,_Tcrerous pGrfiC,n of good cheer mixed with
fA measure of happiness and joy spiced
with an added dash of eciement

"63"

SAVE ALL THE
YEAR ’ROUND

A surprised San Jose St,:o
! frosh wrestling team met det):a,
for the first time this year against
Diablo Valley College there Tuesthrows for 29 isul,1- as he nearly day. The score was 24-15 for I )VC.
whipped Theta Ni sor_de-handrchy.
Hien Lawhead was the day iand PiKA won. 57-32. Theta Ni biightest Spartan, as he pinned
duels ’,wistaria Chi Alpha tonight DVCs’ Al Wilkins in the 167-pound
in another 9:30 contest.
match. John Esparza 1123-pounds,
Theta Chi, which defeated Sigma! and Jim Potter a heavyweight
Nu. 45-24, goes against Sigma Pi both won by forfeits.
at 7:30. All )
plates off against !
Gary Scardina missed the meet,
30 tilt.
Sigma Nu in
because of an injured knee.

Clarification of a Clarification

Kr.:s

EUROPE

New

Diablo Valley Tops
Frosh Wrestlers

keeloono
VipE Clop

FLY

YARN
L..,

Jose

!Ole!

47 North G rst Si’..,
Enjoy smoking
Smoke a pipe!
And whle you are shc,p,ag try
one of our select blends of fine
imported or domestic tobacco. Just
right for the discriminating pipe
smoker.

_

1

State’s soccer team landed two of
Louis
the six entries representing the West Coast in the St.
tryouts held on Dec. 29-30. Dave Kingsley (left) and Al Korbus
in preparation for the post -Christmas
practice their footwork
session.
SOCCER

i SAE Nips ATO;
Meets Phi Skis
:Sigma Alpha Epsilon, which
plays the Phi Sigs tonight at 8:30,
slipped by Alpha Tau Omega, 42II. in overtime ’Tuesday night in
’ii samurai
fraternity basketball
. lion.

tr.ilil

ii si

r NNW,.

l’Uttr

Santa C’eva

CY 5-4321

54!

ThorAny. Deeember 11 14A2
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Spartan Cagers Test San Fernando Tomorrow
ragers return to action tomorrow
JOHN HEN RI’
otking a 56-42 trouncing at 8 p.m, against the San Fenian,,inds of the Fresno State do five in the Spartan Gym.
Fresno jumped out to a quick
Tuesday night, the SJS1
13-3 lead with 13 minutes left in
the half. The Bulldogs held the
Spartans to three field goals in the
first 15 minutes of play.
1
The Spartans had a cold night 1
from the field as they hit only 261

CARS AVAILABLE
TO BE DRIVEN TO OREGON
Cell 794-4243
839 Almaden

J.H. Goulden &
"’
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Season’s Greetings

Student
Bowling
. 16 Clean Alleys
. Open 24 Hrs.
. 7 Days A Week

$1.45
DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

DOWNTOWN
BOWL
375 W S,,nte Clore St.

Art Cleaners
k398 E. Santa Clara

CV 4-7800

293-1030

§

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA,

Jr.

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

STREETS

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

COLLEGE WEEKEND

SPECIALS
Every Sat. and Sun.
Guys and Gals! Come in and
Taste Archie’s Scrumptious
THIS WEEKEND’S SPECIAL

Roast Beef Dinner
Regularly $1.20

DINNER STEAK
Regularly $1.49
Bring a Date or Join the Crowd at

4iNCIIIES STEAK 110I -SE
545 So.

Free Parking

2nd St.

By DON CHAPMAN

Crying Towel, Please

Pity the plight of the anti-Bear .at fan,
Stunned when Cincinnati’s hasket ball team beat Ohio State and
risk the national championship
two years ago, he recuperated in
’one to see the same thing happen
,igain early this year.

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

TRY our

STEAK

Sidelines

"WORK s
OF ’
ART" s

anytime

35C

Associates

per cent of their shots. Both teams in scoring with 13 points. He was
hit 17 field goals but SJS took 65 six for eight from the field and one
shots compared to 41 flit FS(’.
for two from the charity stripe.
The Bulldogs won the game from
Maurice Tallxd, 6-5 forward.
the free throw line as they scored tallied 11 points for the winners,
22 points to the SJS eight. The seven from the fi ee throw line. As
Spartans had 23 team fouls that a team the Fresno Bulldogs hit
lead to the Bulldogs’ chances from 41.5 per cent of their shots.
the line.
The only Spartan who hit more
Dennis Bates fouled out with shots than he missed was Sims.
seconds left in the game while The flashy forward hit five of sevHarry Edwards, Eddie Sims, Bill en from the field for 10 points. He
:i’zge and Bill Robertson were also picked off foul rebounds, sic to being thrown out with four
on the club.
apiece.
The loss marked the first tao,
The big man for Fresno was 6-5 this season that SJS has 1,ecti liforwatd Tony Burr who took high en. It goes into tommtrow’i
point honors with 22. He hit seven with a 4-1 record.
for 15 from the field and added
San Jose will meet its
eight of nine free throws. Burr also, opposition of the year when it i,s
controlled the boards for the Bull- back to the Mid-West for a thier,I,,gs as he took nine rebounds, high game series.
Iii the game.
The Spartans will open the oft,
I
.toe Neff, 6-’1 "enter, was second against Illinois who currently ar-

-Jerly Lucas’ knee was injured,"
Iii’ alibied desperately, "The Bear_
c ats were unconscious." It was to
no avail. Again, as the cold winds
winter approached, that recur1’4 theme was in the air. "It
,,ks like Cincinnati will have no
problem at all this time."
YATES. BONHAM ...
If it isn’t Oscar Robertson, it’s
Paul Hogue, and if it isn’t Paul
llogue, its Tony Yates, or Ron Bonliom, or Tom Thacker, or George
Wilson, or Jerry Krick. If you’re
not a Cincinnati fan, then you’ve
probably figured out what drives
this
anti-Bearcat
advocate
tel
keeps
nightmares. The school
toilding while they win.
This year, they’re not loaded
with talent, they’re loaded with
All-Americans.
Yates,
Bonham,
and Thacket are three of the memhers of the first two strings of
.-ports Nlagazine’s All-American
,elections. Wilson only made hon.
1
()rabic, mention.
What adds insult to injury to
this poor chap is that fact that
Bonham and Wilson, a 6-8 replacement for Hogue. are only juniors
and Krick also 6-8, but out this
season with a shoulder injury I is
a sophomore.

rated eighth in the nation. The big,
Titan for the Illini is 6-4 foiwardl
Dave Downey. Last year he averaged ’20.2 !mints a contest. He is .
one of the candidates for AllAmerican honors this year.
Behind Downey the Itlini have
0-11 center Billy Burwell who aver. I
aged 18.5 last years. Guard Bill ,
Small, 6-2, averaged 14.6 last season.
After the Illinois game Dec IT
the Spartans will move on ti,
igan for a game with the V.:
i nes Dec. 19. Heading the M,:
fortunes are forwarrl Tom (
points per game, forward J.,1,1
Oosterbaan 14.7. center John Ho: ’is, 12.0 and guard Bob (’anti’ :
who also averages 12 per gan:,
The next night the S
meet Detroit. Although it
American Dave DeBusschere, I),
troit is still in top shape
trio of starters item last
’,squad returning. Al Cech,
turns at guard where he averaged
13.4 points per game last year. Forward Harrison Munson, 10.0, and
H-5 forward Dick Dzik also ar,
ieturning.
Soon after they return from the
Mid -West. the S:pa,lans
into the

more he’s e
ever ha d and the second
*
best he’s ever seen the allme.,
first place to Jerry Lucas). 1.
Nash, Art Heyman from Duke , :.
play anywhere on the court. \’.
aging 25.3 points a game last v ,
and pulling clown 10.9 rebounds in
the meantime, Heyman has been
tabbed as the hest around this 5 coon
6,5.6
year by most of those who don’t
go along with Nash. There is also Csrpcmet
Rod Thorn from West Virginia.
TOTALS
reminiscent of All -Pro Jerry NVest
OP.ONENTS
in appearance and plav
.
The sad fact mna!it
V,J.A
anti-Bearcat fan, however, tho,
doesn’t look like any of tb,
stars, despite their impress,,.
skills, can stop the Cincinnati ...i
loaded with A-1 I:,

*

WCAC Christmas Tournament at
the USE’ Gym in San Francisco
The Spartans have dr,
year’s league champion
dine, as their first round c;,I,
This will probably be the c:,
game of the first iound. In ii ti
first round eontests Santa Oar.
meets COP -:,
plays
P
ti,, and 1.,1

FOR
Starts Tonite
Fleisehmun - Sliss Pat

7 -9:30

Alas’ - 134.11iir

Readok, 9itc.

456 -Eitst W11.11.1AM

.386
.375
.48.6
.400
.500
.175

EFood Center
760 E. Santa Clara at 16th

Your Weekly Spartan Specials:
JELLO

9
5
0

.394 96
358 117

62
82

.4:*; kk .4.A Ak

12

all flavors

SPAM

12

0: can

6

13
11
I
8
8
4

5
3

.6.7
.454
.000
.500
.625
.750

SWISS MISS
35
30
20
’
t

FROZEN

CANNED HAMS

FRUIT

6 lb. size

Free Parking in our Lot
Thrifty Green Stamps

.646 290
730 236

PI:5

$1.00
39‘
294
$4.98

for

ea

Hours: Daily -9:00 to 8:30
Sunday -9-00 to 6-00

AA V /a/A V ko,k-likItk /4 4; V V 24_;,.,24.,

VA),

Akii4k14.1VAliVal

FOR A GALLERY
OF GIFT IDEAS--

EXPERT
LUBRICATION
C

MITT

KEANE’S (complete selection)
ARTIST SUPPLIES
Just a few steps from campus. Visit

ALL

PARK’S GALLERY

CARS

332 E. Santa Clara between 7th &

All Other Car Sqvices
At Discount Pr:cris

DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
CV 5 6257
6t5 & KEYES

8th

CV 3-1793
rr/r:’’fr’frieR:rt.7tinTrirttlifififr(rtif.Yrirni.rif.r."Tri14.YrtMffrffrin

OTHERS SHINE. THOUGH
Fortunately On him, other stars
shine on the college basketball horizon and divert attention. They not
only show great skill, they are of
: a new variety -below 6-8.
The impressive forwards on
Sport’s first string All-American
,leserve mention here. Charles
i (’ittloni Nash, a 6-4N versatile
shatpshooter from Kentucky, was
considered by his famed coach,
Adolph Rupp. lobe the hest sopho-

Salem

refreshes your taste
’air -softens every puff
4-7-e‘i,_,-bil047fte,/

The one lotion that ’s cool, exciting
I
brisk as an oc ean breeze
that greatto-be

Thn oneandonly Old .
61ve feeling...refreshes
and wins feminine approval r,)

. s you

assurance...
Alter Shave Lotion,
Old .
1 ?r,,, and 2 00 plus tax.
your

Oid(Sinif
too
S

IOW

A Salem cigarette brings you the
taste of Springtime ...so soft and refreshing. Puff after puff... pack after pack...
_
Salem smokes fre..11 and flak )1* t I NC ry time. Smoke r4.1 r. -

menthol fresh

rich tobacco taste

modern filter, too

U I_TO N

- the shave lotion men recommend to other mer

C34-7629

111.... Mill Sion

*

P

Brooks

Nsal.

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

,5 .02 22 15 .682 4

289 114
215 77

Gteetima

Reading Course

PCT F7A F’1,1 POT IT

7
15
15
8
2
1

r .iihl

1011111181111111MINIIIIMPIIIIIIIL-

Readak Rapid

Cage Statistics
11
44
40
31
20
4
8

moment uttfl run trent Ow!.
k :th Sari Jose’s first game

a

7111011111111111114-

ORIGINALDEFECTIVE

(Inf.rn.rfe-7-

-feer

Dickens’ Carol’
Ali admildtam ill
trarir [tonal (I Ii rist In as story, "A
Christmas Carol." will be presented at 7:30 tonight in Studio
Theater.
The story was adapted by drama
students Art Conn, Gary Pmost
mu (;us Gustafson.
The production is open to all.
and there is no admission.
1-

Distributed Horn
BOSTON
LOS ANGEL ES
LONDON
CHICAGO

Objective
News Reports
Constructive
Background Material
Literary and
Entertainment News
Penetrating
Editorials
Clip this advertisement and return it with your check or money
ord. to:
The Christian Science Monitor
One Norway St., Boston 15, Moss.
Li 1 Year $11 D 6 mos. $5.50
eThis special after available to
college students. faculty members
and college Myra,. also eligible,
when subscribing themselves.
P -C N

THEN AND NOW-In
whose father, Thomas E.
her first Christmas tree
(r.). Both tree and Miss

atMOONLITESHOPPINGCENTER
A New Concept of
Menu Selection!
ITALIAN
MEXICAI
CHINES:
NOF131111’
AMERICAN

1942, eight -month -old
Eagan, SJS professor
(I.), and later planted
Eagan are shown at

Academic Year Institute for Math-

Santa Clara
Open Daily & Sunday lain to lOpm

ematics, will present the fourth in
a

talks on elementary

series of

mathematics enrichment this afternoon at 12:30 in TH111.

STATE MEAT MARKET

Gurland, a junior high school
nher from Roslyn. Long Island.
N.V.. will discuss ’Addition Wit hi iut Numbers."
According to Dr. Leonard Feldman, director of the Academic
Year Institute, the lecture is designed to be of specific inter. ii prospective elementary sell,:
leachers. "The talk will be of
lcress to all those interested in

Corner 4th and Santa Clara
CY 2-7726
Complete Line of First
Quality Meats, Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS:
ARMOUR STAR FRESH HEN TURKEY

small size

Fresh SPARE RIBS

45
59
45
45
82c lb.
lb.

ARMOUR STAR SLICED BACON 1 lb pack

Fried Chicken Dinner

81.30
Include* Spull-nik potatoes
oral salad
To Go 519c

lb.

SKINLESS WE1NERS, 1st Quality

Loti.s Meat Loaf Burger
special 25(‘

lb.

Center Cu+ PORK CHOPS well +rimed

LOU and ART’S
RESTAURANT

Plen.ly of FREE PARK1NG
to Fr:its, 50,o...ties and Boarding Houses

Corner of 9th and Will

0,
,Cee_t
’"’

se’

Linda Jean Eagan,
of music, gave her
it outside building
right.

M’Fic

Take it easy!"
if

Thanks for your
patronage, and we’ll
see you after the
holidays. Have a
good time, and a
safe trip home.

,
By TIM HARR
In 1942, when Thomas E. Eagan,
professor of music, wanted to give
his 8-month -old daughter. Linda
Jean, her first Christmas tree, he
wasn’t sure how long it would last.
Today, 20 years later, the tree
is still standing at the west door
of the R Building, which has
housed the Journalism Department,
and the Music Department.
Getting tbe tree planted, the
professor recalled, was tricky. Near
dusk, he took the potted sapling
and casually strolled past the
laiilding. When he was sure no
iine was looking, he dug a hasty
hole and jabbed the tree into it.
The young fir’s first week in
the ground at SJS nearly ended
in disaster. As Professor Eagan
recalled, someone riding a bicycle
evidently ran over it and laid it

flat.
Professor Eagan came to the
sapling’s rescue by taping It to a
!role. Campo., expansion nearly
,laimed the young tree when steam
lines
the new directions of elementar
run underground, just
tom feet from it.
mathematics in education as well
Dr. Feldman added.
In those days, San Jose High
-,:nhool was situated where Centen-1
r!!!! Hall is today. When the old
I was relocated to its pres,nt 21st Street site, the tree, again.
name close to being uprooted.
Top.ks.:
A new sidewalk, connecting the
I nm ersity D a inc s, meeting, walkway from Morris Dailey AudiCampus Christian Center, 300 S. torium to Centennial Hall anti the
Administration Building, nearl
10th St., 8 p.m.
Rtes., meet shot its straight path through the
Sparta Sings Co
growing fir.
jog. AWS Lounge. 7 p m.
Miss Eagan, to whom the first
Pegasus Creative Writing Sutree was given, is now a junior at
dety, meeting with Melvin Walker
SJS, and her father is in the
1-a Follette speaking, 11E1, 7:30
middle of his 32nd year at State
p.m.
his wife, Edith, was a studem
International Relations
at SJS when Eagan met her. T ile
Clunebsrneeting with Dr. George
couple celebrated their 25th annispeaking on "The Myth of the s.ers,. in June,
state and the Moral Confusion
Eagan explained that he ha,
Created for the Individual," CH167.

Math Enrichment Speech Today
Robert Gurland, member of the

2656EICammoRealatKiely Blvd.

were

Student Affiliates of the Ameriean (lheissical Society. meeting.
S164, 1:30 p.m.
Hillel, meeting, College
8 p.m.

Uni,m

Pegasus Society
Sets Open Meet

30%
on

all

a:t4

a

1174.,

7th and Santa Clara

9or Meet, who care a6out their Mitre...
A portfolio which includes:
PERSONAL COUNSELING. A list of your strong traita
and how to direct them.
STUDY HABIT COUNSELING: A list of the traits cams.
ins your study problems and how to control them.

Cp

VOCATIONAL COUNSELING: Vocations - tailored ta
your natural inclinations - which provide you with
the greatest amount ot purpose, happiness, and success in life.
Fee: $15.
Phone: 297-3313
777 No. 1st St.
San Jose, Cold,

CAREER PLANNING
FOR YOUNG ADULTS

"Bring us your problems. Solving them is our specialty!"

Spattanaily
CLASSIFIEDS

t

girl

to
,

in ogru/n/it,
/1 II

,npare
CL 8-39i/

-. oil clean inside. SC
’ioville, CY 4.8/4t

Typing

Christmas 1962?
Of course not! But that’s the year
Santa forgot to corns. Mark our
words . . . because Santa bought
himself a pair of KOSS stereophones
and has been enjoying stereo in this
unique way, as it has never been
heard before. He discovered that
KOSS stereophones reproduce sound
a full octave below any other earphone. YOU’LL HEAR SOUNDS
YOU NEVER HEARD BEFORE WITH
KOSS STEREOPHONES.
KOSS Stereophones are reg.
ularly priced at $24.95. This
Christmas at AlooParamount.

19.95

(Corne in for
a free demonstration)
"Northern California’s Largest
Selection of HI -Fl Stereo Equipmer.f"
(MONDAY THRU FRIDAY)

- --

Apar. apt. contr. Available now or sem.
breet C
295.7399.
1957

Rambler

iuper Automatic. Low
- $575. CT 2 7639,

59 Citroen 10-19
US engine. Good
235 7898.
App. apt contract on 11th. Spring, rat
294 2312.
10 -speed Derailer, 550. 833 S. 2nd. 29881.

3 speed reliable
r 293-2794.

transport.

CY 7-7111

ter

9111

TRANSPORTATION

for re
International Student I D. cards
U. S
BOr,oy

(

Free ride
295 7284
Need ride to LA
5703

snot BOb
Jr.sn AN 4

0’4

Ride to Detroit -Chicago
6019 Jim Charnel

Need a ride to L.A.? Lease
Gene Ehlre‘, CY 3 9618
--$15,
HELP WANTIO

Monde

wo,3
! App, housing contract, 642 S. 7th St. for Men with car,
$65 weer
..-e:ter. $10 deducted from de- every day.
7857
. y" CY 3-9802.
PERSONALS
Me3eeS motor scooter, exc. cond $175
Thr
AN 4.2196.
flans for eight.
Cancel r
54 Ford V8

,

- Excl, cond. automat r
no dn. payments. 79P
RINTALS

Fern. 1 or 2 bdrms., students or couples.
631 S. lUth St. CY 5.7452.
79 SOUTH 3RD ST.

ileac

u3:64.

,

Lost, Friday

Appr. Wing. house contr. Spring sem.
35’ S.3.3307, Jack.

.

Ea’.

App.

Apartment for Xmas vacation only: quiet,
’,tried No. 2532224 after 6.

San Jose

Lost’

App. house contract. Coloniel Hall, Cr
3-9908. Ka, ’A
house contract. Colonial Hall. CY
3-9908. Peggy

Open Every Night ’Til 9 P.M.
942 E. Santa Clara

SERVICES

LOST AND FOUND
49 Ford. Ln.
ceps S

CY 3-7471
ewe

Crystal

Creamery Coffee Shop. Come in and
enioy one during your next study bre.sk.
Crystal Creamery
COFFEE SHOP

apt. contract. Sp. sem. near corn - :’Expert typing Service" - is 0!=---"niOt
Cali CL 8.43.6 or CL 1.1624.
Modern. Alberta. 295-3944.
Brdg. house contracts 2 app. excl food Auto insurance for students. Ph 241
ind living cond. Spr. sem. Dick or Len. 2470. Chet Bailey Ins. 385 S. Monroe St,
CY 3-9648.
.
Career planning. $ i5 s
-PI
.
Reduce app. apt, contract on Ilth - co,nselirg. 777 N. ly
‘,i),Ing. 295-4990.
-ei
Typing done in
Cs CL 8 2
Stereo - Westinghouse, 2 yrs. old. Er-, cond. CY 8-1997.
Expert typing eem pap,- 4eses, war
’55 Pack. Custom 4 dr Sirs

DISCOUNT

;
19am.,rez

"._

cool, frosty soda from

That’s a

App.

Only . . .

p,

Study Break Snack

qd

4 app, apt. contracts for sp. sem. opt
n. CY 4-3259.

_Augu.31

Alta,

’

ieletrit01,010,00Srein’irleere’nW./.:’,."

App. boarding house cont. sp. seen. Jud, A
.’
s. CY 3-9692.

Graduation
and
Wedding
photography

Your Campus Christmas Gift Headquarters

durable ’swinge. Payment. can era
mad once. twice or four inlet
year. Cull err writ. tor IiS War.a
motion to Geord U Careobell.
sse meats Avant... Scinnryri..
ItEraant 1.1711 (day A ruto/

The tree was a gift to Professor
Eagan from Don Diets, then a music student. who is now affiliated
with a music firm in Willow Glen.

Pegasus Society, San Jose State
lcreative writing club, will hold an
i open meeting this evening at
FOR SALA
WANTED
German Club, Christmas party,
17:30 in the home economics con939 Cherry Stone Drive, Los Gatos,
31.9
major
brand
Ride
wanted
P-iiilerid
Regular
29.9,
Ethyl
, ference room, Hl.
i . .
gasoline, Puritan Oil Co. 4th and Wilzrt 366i2.
8:30 p.m.
Melvin I.a Follette, assistant pr. , - iams, 6th and Keys, 10th end Taylor.
Spartan Tours, snow trip signup.
Riders wanted to Las Vegas. Lee,
lessor of English, will read and rti
M204, 12:00 noon.
2
CI" 297.5726
cuss a number of his poems at the ’58 VW, very good condition. Phone
:V 2-7871. $1050 or best offer.
lmeet.
Male student , mere .1
SOME SYSTEM!
Anyone interested in creative ’53 MGTD $550. Call David at DA r
NEW YORK I UPI) - Less th in
writing is welcome.
P.der Soote ti -I’
50 years ago, claims Modern Bt-id Chevy, ’56 Bel Air 2dr. R&H wiw
magazine, small villages in nu ,.
a
t. $675. CY 5-3803.
Oriental students
Russia "decorated" their ChilApp. housing contract. Spr. corn. qd
mas tree with prospective Midi
fen, M
’
293.9589.
The eligible males would cir.
late the tree and choose the
2 contracts. Druesilla Apts. Call Cathi Wanted ride Tahoe are,
4 1/99.
’772
they wanted to marry.

We Specialize in:

"Right On Campus"

trees."

Big Auto
Illoorame Savings Anneelleead
We...,
and rnarriad MOM
Seen
lit VS toss 815
or net
ef US (bated 0divId.d.
current
ones dividend/. Single men 17 ear
20: San lose $43 dividend. or undin
Nit
of Wt.
$10/30,000 Bodily Inlery Liability.scmg
Property Cameos end 85O3 Medical
Payments. Other coverepei a coma

TOMORROW:

with ASB Card

Spartan Bookstore

W.,r14
from Germany in the early
1880,,
brought the custom of
4,1,14111
Clailon,a, trees.

been interested in the natural sciences all his life anti saiti that at
to
one time he came very close
entering that field. But, the MUSIC
professor stated, "Playing dance
music pays more than planting

Spartaguide

Student
Personal
Portraits

tlOo,s

CHRISTMAS OP:(’ORATIN0

20 Years Later,
Tree Still Stands

Thursday, ’,member 13, 1?

116-NPARTA!1 DALT

2 bedroom apt. near campus 348 S.
Ilth St. 3411 297 8381 after 6.30.

CLASSIFIED RATES:
line first insertioninsertions
2k
20c a line succeeding
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Affairs Office -Call at Student
Hall, er,
Room lb, Tower
Send In Handy Order0gl"
et(
with Check or Money
No Phone Orders

